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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 The following study utilizes a 1981 reproduction of a ca.1525, Safavid version of 

the Persian national epic, the Shahnameh, to investigate the manuscript�s numerous 

illustrations of painted interior design.  Initial research focuses on the history of wall 

painting in Iranian culture from the ancient through the Safavid eras.  The following 

section offers a brief history of the Safavids themselves, as well as an overview of the 

immediate cultural and artistic influences that combined to create their newly syncretized 

aesthetic.   

 The body of the research concentrates on a proposed system of classification that 

allows each interior motif to be categorized as one of five basic types.  Labeled A 

through E the master types are further divided into numerous subcategories.  Through 

comparison with the interiors depicted in other illustrated manuscripts, the literary 

accounts of extinct murals, and the wall paintings of a few extant edifices, an attempt is 

made to trace each motif�s stylistic origins and possible programmatic functions within 

the greater framework of Persian ornamental history.   

The manuscript�s largest decorative category, type A, which includes highly 

stylized, vegetal tracery and medallions, is broken down into three subtypes.  Resembling 

pointed arches or palmettes, the first subsect, A1, is proposed as a direct descendent of 

either mandorla or lotus leaf designs.  The secondary and tertiary forms of motif type A 

are simply variations on the original design.  In the former lacy or wave-like borders pull 

away from the edges of walls while in the latter a complete separation from the 

architectural elements results in independent compositions.  Because all three versions of 

this motif are frequently depicted as a facet of the palatial wall décor seen in Il-Khanid, 

Timurid and Turkman manuscripts it is suggested that such ornamentation was an 

authentic component of medieval, Persian, interior design schemes. 

 The B type images, the Shahnameh�s least prevalent category, fall under the 

blanket categorization of islimi or arabesque, repetitive ivy and spiral patterns.  Sub-

sected into two lesser categories based on the rigidity of their composition, both B type 

motifs bear a striking similarity to known examples of contemporary tile work, such as 
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that seen in the remains of the fifteenth century Masjid i-Muzaffariya.  Therefore it is 

argued that while the rigid B1 type is meant to represent the actual tile décor of local 

Tabriz interiors, the looser version represents a frescoed approximation of these popular 

yet expensive ceramic designs.  

 Designs of the C type, which occur with only moderate frequency in Tahmasp�s 

volume, are florals and foliates that exhibit an unmitigated degree of plasticity and 

balance.  Of the three sub-types the first C1, is the simplest involving only stylized tufts 

of plant-life.  The second type combines vegetals and vases while the third occurs with or 

without a vase but includes depictions of winged creatures.  In the case of the first two 

styles it is suggested that the vegetal imagery symbolizes the rewards of the afterlife in a 

celestial garden of paradise.  In the third type, the introduction of birds is proposed as a 

reference to the mystical Sufi epic the Mantiq al-Tayr.  Stylistically, at least one folio of 

the C type is suggested as representative of haft rangi tile-work due to both its advanced 

chromatics and its early use of saz design. 

 Found in relatively few folios the fourth category, type D, offers intensely natural, 

vegetal imagery that is proposed as another example of Elysian iconography.  The 

designs of both sub-types, D1 and D2, are compared with the near identical décor of a 

group of Timurid Mausolea, complexes that have themselves been associated with the 

illustrations of a fourteenth century manuscript that references a particular version of the 

Zoroastrian creation myth.  The secondary type, D2, which includes avian images, is 

proposed as yet another allusion to the Mantiq al-Tayr.   

The final motif, E, which is separated into five sub-categories consists of 

depictions of real and fantastic creatures.  The primary type, which includes images of 

deer, jackals, monkeys and flight-bound birds is proposed as a visual citation to the 

Kalila wa Dimna tales, a set of moralizing fables translated from an Indian original.  The 

E2 type animals (generally a lion and an ungulate) are discussed as representative of a 

standardized decorative pattern, the girift-o-gir, and suggested as an iconographic 

descendant of both Zoroastrian mythology and Sassanian astrological symbolism.  The 

third type, E3, contains depictions of purely fabulous beasts most of which are attributed 

Far Eastern origins.  The fourth type, the only human imagery found in the Shahnameh 

interiors, is proposed as a veritable copy of a mural known to have existed on the walls of 
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Uzun Hasan�s Hasht Behisht palace complex in Tabriz.  The final E sub-type, which 

depicts winged angels on the palace interiors of two vilified Shahs, is proposed as a 

purely fanciful design likely the product of painter Sultan Muhammad�s fervent Sufi 

convictions. 

 Finally it is suggested that many of the Shahnameh�s interior wall paintings 

exhibit motifs that pre-date the Mongolian invasions of the thirteenth century.   While it 

is difficult to classify each of the myriad layers of meaning projected onto these images, a 

large number of the motifs appear to contain Zoroastrian, Buddhist, Hindu and Sufi 

religious symbolism as well as Soghdian and Sassanian secular references.  In particular 

it is proposed that in many cases the Shahnameh�s illustrations are a reliable indication of 

the interior wall paintings that decorated contemporaneous Turkman and Timurid 

palaces.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 The Shahnameh genre of manuscripts holds a storied position in the archives of Iranian 

culture.  Literally translated as a book (nameh) of kings (shah), the tales contained within such 

works were originally disseminated through Persia�s vigorous oral tradition.  The popular 

legends focus on Iran�s four great pre-Islamic empires: the largely mythical Pishdadian and 

Kayanian dynasties and the semi-historical reigns of the Ashkanians (the veritable Seleucids and 

Parthians) and the Sassanians. Although the earliest attempts at collating these fables occurred 

during the mid sixth century C.E. under the Sassanian emperor Khosrow I,
1
 it was not until the 

late tenth century that their codification was fully realized.  During this period, a lyricist named 

Firdowsi was commissioned by the Ghaznavid, Sultan Mahmud to transcribe the quasi-mythical 

Persian history into �a unified poetical work.�
2
  Firdowsi�s resulting opus, encompassing a 

staggering �sixty thousand or so verses,� is a massive volume, the length of which has been aptly 

described as exceeding that of the King James Bible.
3
   

Due to the tales� inherent capacity to be used as courtly propaganda, legitimating the 

regimes of exogenous groups, the Shahnameh quickly became a favorite subject for royal 

commissions.  Although many versions of the Book of Kings were prepared over the course of 

Persian history, among these myriad productions only a few examples are regarded as 

masterpieces.   While the text�s earliest extant version dates back to the 1250�s, the genre�s first 

credible archetype, the Great Mongol Shahnameh, was not created until nearly a century later in 

the beginning of the 1300�s.
4
  Often referred to as the Demotte manuscript in recognition of the 

art dealer who split up the leaves and sold them individually in order to maximize his profits, the 

400-folio work was created in the Tabriz atelier, arguably for the Il-Khanid patron Giyath al-

Din.
5
   Endorsed by scholars Blair and Grabar as �the earliest surviving masterpiece of Persian 

painting,�
6
 from the composition�s original two-volume catalogue of two hundred color 

illustrations, only fifty-eight miniature paintings are in existence today.
7
   

The paucity of complete manuscripts that remain available for modern study tends to be 

the rule rather than the exception.  It is notable therefore that the facsimile of miniature paintings 

from another Shahnameh, one that is widely accepted as the supreme visual achievement of the 

Safavid era, is available in its entirety. This august, sixteenth century manuscript was formally 
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introduced to European scholars in 1903 when the Baron Edmond de Rothschild offered it for 

exhibition in a Parisian show of Islamic decorative arts.
8
  Scholars Bloom and Blair relate that a 

scant fifty six years later the work was sold to an American art dealer named Arthur Houghton 

who, in the spirit of Demotte a few years before him, dissected the volume into single folios that 

were auctioned off piecemeal in order to expand the seller�s return.  When Houghton died in the 

early 1990�s the remaining pages (501 with text and 118 with paintings) were traded to the 

Iranian government in exchange for a De Kooning nude that the state theocracy deemed 

�offensive,� the result being that �after 450 years much of this magnificent manuscript has 

returned to its country of origin.�
9
   

In light of the manuscript�s callous treatment at the hands of both its European and 

American owners alike, the work is perhaps best referred to by its original pseudonym, the 

Shahnameh-yi Shah Tahmasp.  Although the book was initially commissioned by the founder of 

the Safavid dynasty Shah Isma�il, it is commonly eponymous for his son Tahmasp, the leader 

under whose aegis the majority of the book�s approximately twenty five years of production took 

place.  A two-volume work ostensibly similar in size to the Il-Khanid production from nearly 

200 years before, the Safavid Shahnameh eclipsed its comparatively paltry predecessor by 

including 742 folios from which an unprecedented 258 leaves contain full-page miniature 

paintings.
10

     

Viewed by many scholars as the culminative effort in the long history of the Book of 

Kings genre, between its seminal introduction to the European public in 1903 and its dissection 

in 1959, the miniatures from Tahmasp�s Shahnameh were only briefly catalogued and spuriously 

studied by a few well-intentioned Western art historians.  These negligible efforts might have 

been the only accounts available for modern research had not scholars Stuart Cary Welch and 

Martin Bernard Dickson undertaken the Herculean task of tracking down and duplicating each of 

the manuscript�s 258 illustrations.  Although the facsimile can be frustrating in its inelegant 

brown tone replication of the original polychrome illustrations, the authors compensate for this 

fact by supplementing their monochromatic miniatures with a tour de force investigation of the 

individual artists who worked in the Safavid Royal Library at the time of the Shahnameh 

production.  This information in turn, is used to ascribe tentative authorship to each image.  

Welch and Dickson also focus on developing arguments regarding the book�s stylistic origins by 

comparing its miniatures with a number of other contemporary documents such as Khamsas of 
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Nizami dating from 1481, 1525 and 1539-43, a 1488 Bustan of Sa�di and a 1527 Diwan of 

Hafviz.  Finally, the authors address the manuscript�s historical context, even offering 

hypotheses regarding Isma�il�s motivation for commissioning a work of such unprecedented 

magnitude and elegance. 

  Ultimately, Welch and Dickson�s publication functions not only as an impressive 

facsimile of the Safavid atelier�s original work it also acts as an invaluable aid to modern 

research.  As the authors themselves point out, �because of the scarcity of surviving buildings, 

textiles and other examples of decorative arts the manuscript provides perhaps the most 

impressive document of early Safavi culture.�
11

 Acknowledging the volume�s unique potential, 

countless students of art and history have utilized the modern revision of Tahmasp�s Book of 

Kings for derivative research, affecting a virtually exponential increase in the cache of 

knowledge relating to Safavid Iran.   

While the field of Shahnameh research appears superficially saturated there are still 

countless avenues of inquiry left open for investigation.  One essentially under-represented area 

of study regards the correlation between the Shahnameh�s interior architectural ornamentation 

and contemporary Safavid decoration.  Research of this nature is particularly relevant in light of 

the exceptionally small number of Safavid structures that have survived into the modern era.  

The vacuum of physical evidence relating to Persia�s medieval edifices can be attributed in equal 

parts to the destructive forces wrought by the country�s countless wars as well as to the high rate 

of seismic activity that has plagued the Iranian plateau throughout history.
12

   

Accordingly, this paper seeks to utilize the Welch and Dickson reproduction of The 

Shahnameh of Shah Tahmasp in order to investigate the numerous depictions of wall painting 

manifest throughout the manuscript�s interior scenes.  Due to the expansive nature of the topic 

(there are fifty-one relevant scenes) an original system of classification is proposed.  Consisting 

of five fundamental types and numerous sub-types, the system is intended to organize the 

information into a manner that both reader and researcher will find readily approachable.  

Acknowledging the fact that any attempt to compartmentalize information runs the risk of 

creating inflexible and artificial conclusions, the system has been kept relatively broad, the goal 

being to trace each design�s stylistic origins and possible programmatic functions within both the 

immediate manuscript and the greater framework of Persian ornamental history. 
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While the following study presents a reasonable overview of the Shahnameh�s interiors, 

the scope of this paper is far too limited to be considered anything more than an introduction to 

this complex subject.  An area that is particularly ripe for future examination regards the 

relationship between the Shahnameh�s interiors and the archaeological evidence and written 

accounts of Safavid palaces that post-date the manuscript�s production.  Another potential 

direction for research might focus more directly on the correlation between the frescoed motifs 

and those found on contemporaneous tiles, textiles and manuscript illumination. 

It should be noted that all transliterations of Persian and Arabic names and words are 

based on the conventions of the authors of the 1981 Shahnameh reproduction, Stuart Cary Welch 

and Martin Bernard Dickson.  In a further effort to avoid confusion, the standard Muslim dates 

utilizing the system of A.H. or Anno Hegirae (referring to 622 A.D. the year when Muhammad 

and his band of followers emigrated from Mecca to Medina) have been replaced with those 

conforming to the Gregorian calendar.  Finally, for ease of reference, all relevant figures as well 

as maps of both Pre-Islamic and Islamic Persia may be found in the final section of this work.   

                                                
1 Norah M. Titley,  Persian Miniature Painting  (London: The British Library, 1983), 251. 
2  Stuart Cary Welch, A Kings Book of Kings: The Shah-nameh of Shah Tahmasp  (New York: Helvetica Press Inc. 

1972), 81. 
3 Welch, 19. 
4 Sheila Blair and Jonathon Bloom, Islamic Arts  (Hong Kong: Phaidon Press, 1997), 204. 
5 Sheila Blair and Oleg Grabar, Epic Images and Contemporary History  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1980), 48. 
6 Blair and Grabar, xi. 
7 Blair and Bloom, 204. 
8 Welch, 17. 
9 Blair, and Bloom, 339. 
10 Blair and Bloom, 338. 
11 Martin Bernard Dickson and Stuart Cary Welch, The Houghton Shahnameh, vol. I, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 

University Press, 1981), 3. 
12 Wolfram Kleiss,  �Safavid Palaces,� Muquarnas: An Annual on Islamic Art and Architecture no. 9 (1993): 269. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

PERSIAN WALL PAINTING FROM THE PRE-ISLAMIC TO THE SAFAVID PERIOD 

 

 

 

 

Pre-Islamic Wall Painting 

 In any discussion of historical Iran it is necessary to clarify that the modern Persian 

plateau is but a small portion of the immense empires that were forged by the ancient Eastern 

dynasts.  One of the oldest continuously inhabited areas in the world antique Persia both 

encompassed and interacted with a disparate array of foreign cultures and kingdoms.  As recently 

as the Achaemenid era (559�330 B.C.E.) the geographic area under Persian control �was the 

largest the world had ever known� stretching from �the Indus to the Danube,� even including the 

territory of Egypt.
1
  The aesthetic impact of this epic, political history is reflected in the region�s 

assimilation of the diverse artistic motifs that fell under its sway.  Certainly the medium of 

painting, with its ease of portability in the smaller scale and its ability to leave obdurate 

impressions when experienced in larger more immobile formats, must have been among the most 

common methods by which foreign themes were transmitted and subsequently re-translated 

throughout the Persian cultural landscape.   

The earliest known evidence attesting to the long history of Persian wall painting is found 

in Sialk, a region near the modern city of Kashan in central Iran, where archaeologists located a 

settlement that dates to around 5000 B.C.E.  Not only did the excavators unearth a ransom of 

naively painted, geometric pottery, they also discovered the remnants of �rudimentary interior 

architectural decoration� where �the walls of rooms were painted red with iron oxide mixed in 

fruit juice.�
2
   Another settlement, the Al-Uqair which is situated on the Eastern coast of modern 

Saudi Arabia, dates to a mere 1500 years later and has yielded the vestiges of �interiors (that) 

were painted not merely in solid colors but with murals of boldly treated animals.�
3
    

While little evidence of interior wall painting is extant from the following period, there is 

continuous support for a tradition of polychrome faience and stucco decoration on the exterior 

(and more rarely on the interior)
4
 edifices of buildings whose provenances range from the 

stylized Assyrian and Achaemenid reigns of the first millennium to the successive era of 

naturalism that occurred after Persia was conquered by Alexander in 330 B.C.E.  The subsequent 
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400-year span during which time the Hellenistic Seleucids and then Parthians ruled Persia, 

closed the door on the esoteric administrative policies of the ancient dynasts, effecting an 

unprecedented degree of interaction between the West and the East.  The result of this extra-

cultural meld was the development of interior palatial design that reflected �a rich variety of 

ornamental stucco wall and ceiling decorations which included both natural and mythical human 

and animal forms, geometric and stylized vegetal compositions architectonic elements and other 

repeat designs,�
 
many of which appear to be direct antecedents of later Islamic motifs. 

5
  

For the most part, the newly minted Sassanian rulers maintained the figural and vegetal 

decoration popularized during the Parthian period.  However, the Sassanians, who ruled the 

region from 224 to 639, ultimately sought to reconcile the diverse and often naturalistic 

influences of the recent past with the awesome formality of the ancient Achaemenids.  A notable 

result of this newly amalgamated style is mentioned in a ninth century text written by the poet 

Al-Bhutari.  Testifying to his observation of the remains of frescoes in the Sassanian palace at 

Ctesiphon located on the banks of the Tigris River Southeast of modern Baghdad, Bhutari,  

�Describes one that represented the fighting between the Persians and the 

Romans at the siege of Antioch by Khusrau Anushirwan in A. D. 538; he even 

mentions the colors used - green, yellow, and red - the warriors, some charging 

with their spears, others protecting themselves with their shields, appear to him so 

lifelike that he cannot believe that they are merely pictured until he feels them 

with his flesh.�
6
 

 

Surprisingly, while the Ctesiphon murals are lost to the rigors of time, a cachepot of 

painted décor existed until at least 1925 at the fifth century sacred site of Taq i-Bustan outside 

modern Kirmanshah in the mountains of Western Iran.  Scholar Arthur Pope notes, �walls and 

barrel vaults were covered with mural paintings, sometimes executed in true fresco technique, 

depicting battles, hunting scenes, (and) excursions,� which �as in Parthian times�exhibited a 

variety of contributory foreign elements.�
7
   

Palatial frescoes however remain the exception rather than the rule and overwhelmingly 

the remnants of Sassanian art attest more to the kings� desire to assert their royal power rather 

than their rarefied sense of aesthetics.  In particular, monochromatic painting on a �colossal 

scale�
8
 re-emerged during this period.  Claiming immediate Achaemenid heritage by way of an 

ancestor named Sasan,
9
 the Sassanian rulers attempted to realize �a revival of Achaemenid 
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monumental style,� and �only when a site was unsuitable� for archaic rock carving, was painting 

considered an acceptable alternative.
10

  The preponderant subject matter of this epic mode of 

painting conformed to the princely cycles of investiture or triumph over one�s enemies both of 

which were illustrated, on a massive scale, often on cliff faces, against vast washes of 

background tint.
 11

  At the sites of Toprak-kala and Khiva-Baniyan in Northwestern Uzbekistan 

red was used as the predominant base color while at Susa in Northwestern Iran a rich blue hue 

formed the cycles� backdrop.
12

  A particularly well-preserved work in this style, located at 

Dukhtar i-Nushirwan in modern Afghanistan, depicts �a governor seated on an official throne 

and under a white winged crown with a pearl border and surmounted by a lion�s head.�  Scholar 

Basil Gray notes that �the coloring�rich lapis lazuli, yellow ocher and white against a dull 

brown background,� appears to relate to �late sixth century Buddhist wall-paintings of the Sui 

dynasty at Tan Huang.�
13

   Explaining that Tan Huang was located at the Western edge of China, 

Gray suggests that the area�s influence was likely engendered primarily by dint of its geographic 

status as a popular way station on the contemporary Eastern trade route.
14

  

The importance of both Silk Road trade and Buddhist peregrinations to the transmission 

of motifs between the East and the West is further underscored by Scholar Oleg Grabar�s 

assertion that �a number of Iranian themes have been discovered� in the relatively disparate 

locations of the Tarim basin in the Xinjiang region of North-Western China, Bamiyan in 

Afghanistan and Ajanta in modern India.  Grabar notes �in all these sites, thousands of paintings 

still cover the walls of convents, sanctuaries, refuges, and hostels for merchants and pilgrims.�
15

   

Perhaps equally as important are the large scale paintings found at other sites in central Asia and 

Northern India such as; �Kizil, Kucha, Bezeklik, Kocho, Miran, Dandan Uilik, and in China 

itself, Dunhuang.�   Maintaining that these works �were strongly influenced by the art of Tang 

dynasty (618-907) China� as well as by contemporaneous Buddhist ethos, Grabar attributes their 

execution to �local patrons, usually members of ruling Turkic families or passing merchants, 

some of whom would have been Iranians.�
16

  In addition, the scholar posits that these images 

�must have been part of the collective memory of all those natives and travelers, Iranian by 

language and culture, who passed through these places.�
17

 

Another possible �collective memory� that Grabar suggests had a strong influence on the 

pre-Islamic Persian consciousness may arguably be termed the first �truly Iranian art, Soghdian 

Painting.�
18

  Discovered in the 1980�s in Panjikent, an area of the former Soviet Union, as well 
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as in various sites bordering the Caspian Sea, the Soghdian frescoes date from the second to the 

eighth centuries.  The unique flavor of Soghdian painting is created by its dominant emphasis on 

non-sacred subject matter.  Essentially focusing on genre scenes, a few of the subjects depicted 

in the Panjikent program are a backgammon game, feasting, and a funerary procession.  Other 

scenes have been identified as themes from literature.  These include such varied topics as 

exploits from the life of the Shahnameh figures Rustam and Siyavush, battles of the Amazons 

and even the wolf�s suckling of the founders of Rome, Romulus and Remus.
19

  Stylistically 

Grabar describes the Soghdian works as having flat washes of ground color similar to the 

Sassanian cliff murals.  Describing the art as �linear� with �almost no depth� or �trace of 

classical Mediterranean illusionism,� Grabar explains, 

�The backgrounds are red, black, yellow or blue, almost always without 

indication of landscape, and the human figures, animals (especially horses) 

buildings and various objects are clearly defined with thick features and assured 

drawing.�
20

 

Another interesting facet of Soghdian imagery is its propensity for indicating the 

presence of multiple ethnic �groups identifiable by skin color, facial features, and 

comportment,� and for cataloguing their personal accoutrements.
 21

  Noting, �a whole 

typology of fashionable fabrics could be established on the basis of these paintings,�
22

 

Grabar suggests that the specificity employed in the depiction of individuals in Soghdian 

art reflects the patrons� desire to broadcast their social status rather than their religious 

mores.  This prestige-driven, secular, artistic ethos appears to mirror that of the largely 

contemporary Sassanian society, a culture that has been aptly described by scholar Norah 

Titley as preoccupied with its ruling monarchy.
23

  This important correlation has not been 

lost on scholars, many of whom claim an as yet unsubstantiated link between the 

Soghdian frescoes and an extinct tradition of Sassanian art.
24

 

 The legendary or �cyclical� subject matter of Soghdian painting raises the 

important question of reciprocity between wall paintings and illustrated books.  Grabar 

refers to the Tarim Basin discovery of illustrated Manichean manuscripts from the eighth 

century in order to demonstrate the existence of sacred, decorated volumes during the 

Soghdian era.  He notes however, that it is difficult to determine their significance in 

relation to the frescoes as the latter�s subject matter diverges significantly from that of the 
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contemporaneous texts.
25

  The fact that the Rustam paintings at Panjikent pre-date the 

widely espoused tenth century codification of the Shahnameh tales initially seems to 

suggest that such secular themes may have appeared as murals before being illustrated in 

books.  It is important to recognize however, that the origins of the Shahnameh�s oral 

tales remain obscure, and they may well stem from a previously illustrated narrative 

tradition from a foreign culture.  The subject is further obfuscated by the fact that the 

particular Rustam cycle used in the Soghdian frescoes is alien to Firdowsi�s epic and 

therefore offers little basis for comparison.
26

   

Better evidence supporting the existence of ancient Persian illustrated texts is 

found in the work of the tenth century historian Al-Mas�udi who refers to a Sassanian 

tome containing twenty-seven images of �the kings of Persia of the family of the 

Sassanids� (each) represented as he was at the moment of his death�with his royal 

ornaments, tiara, the hairs of his beard the traits of his visage.�
27

  Ostensibly, Mas�udi�s 

description of the stylistic emphasis on physical and ornamental details in the �Sassanid� 

illustrated manuscripts mimics that of the Panjikent frescoes.  Grabar warns however, that 

the historian�s additional statement, questioning whether the medium was �paper or 

parchment,� casts grave suspicion on his words, as paper had yet to become available in 

Sassanian Persia.   

 

Wall Painting During the Early Islamic Period 

 Like the remains of interior decoration from jahaliyyan Persia, evidence of wall 

painting from the early Islamic era can be gleaned from both modern archaeological 

excavations and the vestiges of contemporary texts.  Well-known examples of such décor 

from the first Muslim dynasty, the Umayyad (756-1031), are found in the ruins of eighth 

century pleasure palaces that dot the Syrian and Jordanian deserts.  Pointing to the 

stylistic influences of the Byzantine west, historian Robert Hillenbrand describes the 

�extensive sequence of true frescoes� discovered in the game lodge Qusayr Amra as 

�shot through with techniques and iconographical allusions of classical origin, they 

celebrate wine, women and song � to say nothing of the dance, the bath and the hunt � in 

a remarkably uninhibited idiom.�
28

  Hillenbrand also notes the presence of a more rigid 

�Solomonic� sequence, �a scene of six kings in submissive pose, identified by 
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inscriptions as monarchs of the earth,� that he asserts is symbolic of the inclusion of the 

Umayyad clan �into the exclusive club of world leaders.� 
29

  Another noteworthy desert 

stronghold is the Khirbat al-Mafjar whose remains lie just outside of Jericho on Israel�s 

West Bank.  Not only does the site offer an extensive program of antique mosaics, there 

is also evidence of richly polychromed figural and vegetal stuccowork as well as 

repetitive patterns of �textile-like paintings�
 30

 that depict fantastic �simurghs framed by 

linked circles or roundels.�
31

  Pointing out that the majority of the figural and naturalistic 

decoration found at the preceding sites seems to have been confined to areas such as 

baths or intimate reception rooms, scholars Bloom and Blair suggest �that in early 

Islamic times, as in most other times and places, what one did - or saw - in the privacy of 

one�s home was entirely different from what one did under public scrutiny.�
32

  The 

ostensibly exclusive character of the murals of the �playboy princes�
33

 notwithstanding, 

Hillenbrand asserts that like the art of the Achaemenids and the Sassanians, the Umayyad 

aesthetic �had a public imperial role� legitimating and glorifying the reign.
34

  The scholar 

supports this hypothesis by quoting the Umayyad Caliph Mu�awiya who defended �his 

taste for ostentation on the Byzantine model� by stating �I desire to rival the enemy in 

martial pomp, so that he may be witness to the prestige of Islam.�
35

  Hillenbrand avers 

that such dynastic aggrandizement promoted the development of �a distinct iconography 

of princely life, centering around the formal, ceremonial activities of the monarch and his 

leisure pursuit,� and it was �this set of images (that) was to become a leitmotif of secular 

art through-out the Islamic world.�
36

  

Evidence for the continuation of such princely cycles during the Abbasid period 

(750-1258) has been discovered in the ruins of the ninth century city of Samarra in 

modern Iraq.  Popularly referred to as the birthplace of an authentic Islamic aesthetic, 

Samarra is best known for its decorative stucco panels that showcase the 

contemporaneous use of three basic vegetal designs ranging from the natural Byzantine 

model, an intermediate stylized form and finally the abstract, geometric, vegetal 

arabesque that characterizes true islimi.
37

  Equally important however are the remnants of 

wall painting found in the rooms of Samarran palaces such as the Dar al-Khilafa.  The 

frescoes of dancing girls pouring wine into bowls is explained by Hillenbrand as �a 

sequence of coded references to a luxurious royal lifestyle� that that was often 
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represented in Persian �wine poetry (khamriyya).�
38

  The scholar further notes that such 

cycles were widely used throughout both the Abbasid domains and that of their political 

adversaries.  Describing the Samarran images as having �pop eyes, over large heads, 

curling love locks, scalloped fringes and miniscule feet,� Hillenbrand suggests that such 

details were transmitted to the area by the Ghulam, Turkic youths who were forcibly 

emigrated from central Asia to act as soldiers and courtiers for the Muslim caliphs.
39

   

Somewhat similar details have been found in the remains of a tenth century 

civilization at Nishapur in northeastern Iran where archaeologists discovered heavy line 

drawings of male heads and a horse and rider.  Perhaps indicative of the waxing Islamic 

fascination with plasticity, the remainder of the interior is shrouded in a lush veil of 

painted vegetal arabesque.
40

  A dig at the slightly later eleventh century site of Lashkari 

Bazar in Afghanistan has revealed frescoes that seem to relate directly to a Soghdian 

predecessor.  Pointing out that the ruins at Lashkari were the veritable residence of the 

Ghaznavid sultan who commissioned Firdowsi�s epic, Grabar notes that the murals� 

subject matter, �courtesans surrounding a prince,� relates to the works found at Panjikent.  

The erect �two-dimensional� Lashkari images are executed in true Soghdian spirit with 

�their clothing painted in precise detail� and their physiognomy �simplified to such a 

degree that they resemble carnival masks.�
41

  Additional evidence to support a continued 

tradition of wall painting under the Ghaznavids (977-1186) is found in the literature of 

Bayhaqi who was the official chronicler of the eleventh century Sultan Mas�ud.  Bayhaqi 

attests to the presence of a palace in Herat that had a �secret pavilion� ornamented �with 

erotic paintings based on a text no longer extant in its Persian version but imitating the 

Indian Kamasutra.�
42

 

Finally, a number of excavations in the Karraqan area of central Iran have 

uncovered extensive programs of ostensibly Seljuk era frescoes in mausoleums that date 

from the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries.  Unfortunately there is considerable 

debate regarding the age of the interiors, resulting in the supposition that the paintings 

may have been added during a later period.  The majority of the murals, which depict 

subjects from nature such as trees, �tufts of vegetation� and birds, stylistically mimic the 

remains of a group of fifteenth century Timurid burial chambers located in Samarqand, 

Herat and Shahrisabz.
 43

   In each location, the intensely lifelike, foliate designs that seem 
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to reflect simple paysage or genre scenes transcend standardized representations of the 

terrestrial world to symbolize a heavenly Eden.
44

    

 

Wall Painting After the Mongol Conquest  

 As many Islamic histories imply, the thirteenth century upheavals brought about by the 

Mongolian conquest irrevocably altered the face of Islamic art.  It is imperative to recognize 

however, that although a few entirely new Eastern motifs were transmitted by the invaders, the 

evidence from Achaemenid and Soghdian sites suggests that Western Asians had long harbored a 

strong appreciation for the Chinese aesthetic.  Furthermore, literary records indicate time and 

again that while entire cities were razed and thousands of innocent citizens killed, craftsmen and 

artisans were invariably spared.  These talented few were subsequently assimilated in to the 

incursive khan�s retinue of laborers, a circumstance that assured the perpetuation of the pre-

Mongolian aesthetic.  As Basil Gray points out, �The Mongols themselves had no art; but the 

Mongol court, in China and in Persia was a cosmopolitan center at which Chinese, Persian and 

Uyghur Turk labored together to build and run the administration or met to exchange goods.�
45

  

Accordingly, the ensuing era of Islamic art reflected the diverse elements brought together under 

the Khanate.  The art of Muslim craftsmen retained its pre-Islamic preoccupation with the 

aggrandizement of the ruling classes as evinced by the continuation of the princely cycle.  At the 

same time the Muslims� pre-established affinity for Chinese styles greatly facilitated the 

incorporation of fresh, and now readily available motifs into the infinitely evolving patterns of 

arabesque.  The adaptation of new East Asian styles was further engendered both by books of 

design that were brought back from diplomatic missions to China as well as by a few Chinese 

artisans who migrated to Il-Khanid courts and particularly to the Il-Khanid capital of Tabriz in 

Northwestern Iran.
46

  Literary evidence for the existence of such trans-Asian émigrés is found in 

Rashid al-Din�s 13
th

 century �History of the World,� a work that was compiled in Tabriz during 

the reign of Ghazan �with the help of both Christians and Chinese.�
47

  

 While there is no architectural evidence of wall painting under the Il-Khanids (1256-

1335), a few of the interior scenes portrayed in the Great Mongol Shahnameh, as well as in a few 

other Shahnameh albums of the period
48

 show abstract painted wall decoration similar to the 

simplest style found in the Houghton manuscript.
49

  Evidence from the ensuing Timurid period 

(1370-1507) is much more abundant.  A few Jalayirid texts of Kalila wa Dimna made in Herat in 
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the 1370�s depict walls painted with highly geometric blue tracery grounded by lyrical palmettes 

of red and gold illuminative bands.
50

  Leaves from a 1396 Baghdadi copy of a Divan or 

�collected poems� of Khwaju Kirmani offer numerous scenes of abstract, blue, illuminative wall 

décor like that in the Mongol and Houghton Shahnamehs.  The manuscript�s most important 

illustration however is An Angel Seen in a Dream.  Evincing perhaps the earliest depiction of 

figural fresco-work, the folio�s interior view of a bedchamber includes a back wall that �contains 

a line drawing of a woman and an infant standing in a rocky landscape studded with plants and 

trees.�
51

     

 Although many of Timur�s palaces in Central Asia succumbed long ago to the vagaries of 

war and earthquake, a few important edifices remain.  Among these is the 1385-6 Shah-i Zinda 

mausoleum in his capital city Samarqand located in modern Afghanistan.  Conceived as a 

funerary complex for one of Timur�s sisters, Shirin Bik Aqa, the building�s plaster interior is 

entirely covered in painted floral, vegetal, and geometric arabesques separated by painted ogee 

arches.
52

  A later section of the Shah-i Zinda, which was erected for Timur�s wife Tuman Aqa 

sometime between 1404-5, evinces comparable evidence of mural painting.  The lower section 

has regular panels showing �tree of life� motifs that sprout from handled urns.  The dome is 

painted with a �continuous geometric design, consisting of four rows of large stars�a large red 

circle occupies the summit.�
53

  The entire muqarnas section is outlined with red and blue paint 

that highlights the architectural details.  The subordinate, flat portion of muqarnas include 

�delicate drawings of trees and plants� that �alternate with diaper patterns, framed in ogee 

panels.�
54

  Further evidence of wall painting during Timur�s reign is manifest by a highly 

decorated Madrasah or School built by another of his wives, Saray Mulk Khanum.  The 1397 

Madrasah, also located in Samarqand, is ornamentally similar to the Tuman and Shirin constructs 

but it seems to offer a wider color palette.  Golombek and Wilber describe a plaster interior, 

�covered with paintings, primarily blue on a white ground, but with elements in green, yellow, 

turquoise, brown, black, and red.  Many of the designs are geometric, but some are freely drawn 

plant motifs and wispy trees arranged schematically.�
55

  

Aside from the architectural evidence, there are numerous written sources that reference 

the decoration of Timur�s bagh�s: �elaborate garden estates� that peppered the landscapes of 

�Shahrisabaz, Samarqand, Herat and Tabriz.� 
56

  The earliest account is from a Spanish 

ambassador named Clavijo who visited Samarqand in 1404.  Describing the Bagh-I Gulbagh 
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(Flower Garden) Clavijo writes, �there are several beautiful palaces, with their complements of 

rooms very richly worked with decoration in gold and blue, and their tiles.�
57

   A slightly later 

report of such garden palaces comes from the first Mughal Emperor Babur who visited Timur�s 

lands in 1497.
58

  Lisa Golombek and Donald Wilber cite an account of Babur�s trip to the Bagh-i 

Dilgusha (Heart�s Ease Garden) after which the emperor noted seeing �a large kiosque or palace, 

in which (there was) a series of paintings, representing the wars of Taimur Beg in Hindustan.�
59

  

The pair also present evidence from an account in the Zafar Nameh manuscript that describes 

upper story interior walls in the 1397 Bagh-i Shimal (North Garden) as �covered with frescoes 

executed by the best artists of Persia and Iraq working under the direction of Abd al-Hayy.�
60

   

The most detailed account of Timur�s decorative program however, (which also references Abd 

al-Hayy as the master artisan) can be found in Ibn-Arabshah�s fifteenth century Kitab aja�ib al-

Maqdur fi Akbar Timur or �Arabic Life for the Great Timur.�  Arabshah writes, 

�When he had laid waste a great city, in all its gardens he built a palace 

and in some of these palaces he had depicted his assemblies and his own likeness, 

now smiling, now austere, and representations of his battles and sieges and his 

conversations with kings, and lords, wise men, and magnates, and Sultans 

offering homage to him and bringing gifts to him from every side and his hunting-

nets and ambushes and battles in India, Dasht, and Iran and how he gained 

victory, and how his enemy was scattered and driven to flight; and the likeness of 

his sons and grandsons, amirs, and soldiers, and his public feasts and the goblets 

of wine and cup bearers, and the zither players of his mirth, and his love meetings 

and the concubines, and his majesty and the royal wives, and many other things 

which happened in his realm during his life which were shown in a series, all that 

was news that happened, and he omitted or exaggerated none of these things; and 

therein he intended that those who knew not his affairs should see them as though 

present.�
61

  

  After Timur�s demise in 1405, similar programs of decorative mural work were 

embraced by the short lived and localized dynasties that followed in his stead.  Timur�s son Shah 

Rukh (r. 1405-47), who was able to retain only the Eastern section of his father�s empire, 

relocated both his capital and many of his father�s artisans to Herat leaving Samarqand to be 

ruled by his son Ulugh Beg.  Before his death, Rukh �and his principle wife Gawdar Shah acted 
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as lavish and enthusiastic patrons of the arts.�
62

   Scholar Thomas Lentz, who proposes Rukh�s 

reign as the primeval period in the development of Persian miniature painting notes that not only 

do �early Timurid illustrations simply reinforce the evidence of surviving contemporary wall 

paintings, but one can also detect in this source a movement away from structural constraints 

toward independent compositions.�
63

  In particular Lentz cites evidence from a 1431 Herat 

version of Nizami�s Khamsa or �Quintet� wherein decorative �arabesque wall medallions� are 

�emphatically attenuated� and their �prominent, often isolated, position on wall surfaces�is 

emphasized.�  In the wall medallions illustrated in scenes such as Bahram Gur in the Yellow 

Pavilion and Bahram Gur in the Sandalwood Pavilion it is evident that �lotus palmettes and 

blossoms� no longer dominate the design but �are now seamlessly integrated.�  Lentz asserts that 

such syncretism was brought about by the Timurid tendency to combine �earlier Il-Khanid 

monumentality and grandeur with a lyrical blend of Chinese floral elements and traditional 

Islamic split leaf arabesque.�
64

  The evolution of such ornament is readily apparent in the 

illustrations from a 1445-6 Khamsa, also executed at the behest of Rukh.  The folio entitled 

Nushaba with the Portrait of Alexander shows two painted wall scenes; on the left the ubiquitous 

geometric tracery outlines both window and wall while an ostensibly abstract medallion takes a 

focal position.  On closer inspection however the central motif actually depicts a highly stylized 

bird, perhaps a simurgh.  The facing wall offers a far more sophisticated version of mural design, 

depicting natural vegetation on two planes as well as a pair of simurghs, a central dragon and two 

deer, one of which is being attacked by a lion.
65

   

  Further evidence of a Timurid program of wall painting may be credited to the patronage 

of two of Rukh�s sons, Baysunghur and Ibrahim Sultan, both of whom died before their father.
66

  

Substantiating the existence of a separate atelier specifically geared toward the execution of 

large-scale murals, Thomas Lentz cites a document written by the supervisor of Baysunghur�s 

kitabkhana or library workshop.   The scribe, one Ja�far al-Baysunghuri, �in a listing of current 

projects, mentions�a structure known as the suratkhana� which translates as either ��picture 

house� or �portrait gallery,� and may refer to a building whose interior walls were covered with 

paintings.�
67

  Illustrated evidence of wall painting in the southern city of Shiraz just postdating 

the period of Ibrahim Sultan�s governorship of the area is manifest by a 1441 Shahnameh that 

includes interior scenes with highly detailed murals.  The Birth of Rostam from this album 

entertains not only the Il-Khanid blue geometric tracery but also gold and red illuminative bands 
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like those in the 1370, Herati, Kalila wa Dimna manuscript.  These simple motifs are trumped by 

large and naturally painted animals set in a realistic vegetative landscape. The square left-hand 

panel portrays a lion attacking a deer while in the rectangular right panel two more deer calmly 

flank a recumbent lion which occupies a position slightly superior, above the door.
68

   

After Rukh�s death, his son Ulugh Beg (r. 1447-49) gained control of his father�s territory 

and relocated the artisans of the Herat atelier back to Samarqand.
69

  Architectural evidence of 

wall painting under Ulugh Beg is still apparent in the remains of his 1437 mausoleum complex 

the Dar al-Tilvah.  Stylistically similar to the work in the Shah-i Zinda compound, Ulugh�s 

funerary chamber was entirely plastered and veiled in a film of red and blue geometric paintings.  

Most common are small spiral whorls that relate to contemporary mosaic design.  However there 

are also a few �freely drawn plant motifs,� with �lines that are fine and vigorously drawn� 

possibly by an illuminator.
70

 

A victim of parricide, Ulugh Beg was ultimately succeeded by a grandson of Timur from 

a separate lineage, Abu Sa�id.  While Sa�id�s reign (1451-69) was fraught with warfare un-

conducive to artistic development, the rule of his successor, Husayn Bayqara (r.1470-1506), 

proved to be a prolific period in the history Timurid art. 
71

   Having re-established the Timurid 

capital in Herat, Bayqara�s magnanimous patronage of the arts combined with more than 30 

years of peace created a rich artistic loam that is often cited as a primary component of the 

Safavid synthesis.  This idyllic creative setting was further complimented by the presence of the 

renowned miniaturist Kamal al-Din Bihzad (1460-1535).
72

  A master artisan, Bihzad imbued 

Timurid manuscript painting with an unprecedented level of classicism.  Perhaps due to his 

overriding interest in compositional balance and figural representation, or even due to the 

possibility that the illustration of such ornamental details was beneath him, few of the miniatures 

attributed to Bihzad offer evidence of painted wall décor.  The few scenes that do include any 

type of decorative fresco work reflect only predictably facile instances of geometric Il-Khanid 

type, blue tracery such as that depicted in The Seduction of Zulayakha from a 1488 Bustan of 

Sa�di and a few scenes from a 1490 Khamsa.
73

  Some of the master�s later compositions seem to 

depict interior tile work, and one image from a 1494 Khamsa entitled The Caliph Harun in the 

Bathhouse realistically portrays white plaster walls to which are affixed a pair of merrily burning 

oil lamps.
74

  Artisans under Bihzad�s tutelage however were not so disinterested in depicting 

painted walls and in much of their work one finds evidence of mellifluously painted arabesque as 
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well as realistically tooled, Il-Khanid, illuminative tracery and medallions.
75

  Such attention to 

interior detail is particularly evident in the work of Bihzad�s disciple Shayk Zadeh, aka Mir 

Mussavir and his contemporary, the master of the Tabrizan atelier Sultan Muhammad.
76

 

Evidence of wall painting from the opposing Western Turkman factions, the Qara-

Quyunlu (Black Sheep) and the Aq-Quyunlu (White Sheep), is equally well documented in both 

literary and illustrated sources.  Under the patronage of Pir Buduq (d. 1465), the son of the Qara-

Quyunlu premier Jahan Shah, a number of fine manuscripts were produced in the Southwestern 

area of Shiraz.  Among these is a 1460 Gulistan (Garden) of Sadi that scholar Norah Titely cites 

as paradigmatic of the Turkman style.
77

  The anterior walls in the scene Sa�di and his Opponent 

Seeking Advice After their Quarrel, offer both the pan-evident blue geometric tracery and the red 

and gold bands of illumination as well as highly stylized, heavily drawn, flowers sprouting from 

vases and oddly pendulous, asymmetrical, Chinese cloud forms.
78

 

The incontrovertible luminary among the illustrated sources attesting to the Turkman 

tradition of interior wall painting is a 1470 version of Nizami�s Khamsa.  The manuscript, which 

has yet to be designated specifically between an Aq or Qara-Quyunlu provenance, includes a 

scene from the Haft Pakyar or Seven Bodies entitled The Painting of Khovarnaq Castle.  An 

exploit from the life of Sassanian Shah Bahram, the �composition depicts a rare scene in Persian 

painting, a master and his pupil at work on the wall.�
79

  Diligently engaged in illustrating 

spatially illogical blue on white plaster line drawings of men on horseback and hunted fauna, 

�the painter and his assistant seem to float above the floor at the level of their work with no 

scaffolding to support them.�
80

 

From the reign of the Aq-Quyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan (d. 1478) there are extensive literary 

accounts of fresco work in the Palace known as Hasht Behisht (Eight Paradises) located in his 

capital at Tabriz.  A Venetian merchant relates, 

�Within the palace, on the ceiling of the great hall, are represented in gold, 

silver, and ultramarine blue, all the battles which took place in Persia a long time 

since; and some embassies are to be seen which came from the Ottoman to Tauris 

presenting themselves before Assambei (Uzun Hasan), with their demands and 

the answer he gave them written in the Persian character. There are also 

represented his hunting expeditions, on which he was accompanied by many 

lords, all on horseback, with dogs and falcons.  There are also seen many animals 
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like elephants and rhinoceroses, all signifying adventures which had happened to 

him.  The ceiling of the great hall is all decorated with beautiful gilding and 

ultramarine.  The figures are so well drawn that they appear like real living 

beings.�
81

 

Less impressive but more readily verifiable is the architectural evidence of Aq-Quyunlu 

murals found in a set of buildings located in the Hasankeyf area of Southeastern Turkey.   

Already the site of a shrine to the Shi�ite Imam Muhammad B. Abd Allah At-Taiyar, around 

1474 the existing Mashhad was restored and expanded to include a mausoleum for a son of Uzun 

Hasan named Zainal.  Both the renovation and the construction were carried out by Zainal�s 

younger brother Khalil Sultan.  Noting that stylistically, the resulting complex is closely related 

to the Blue Mosque in Tabriz, scholar Michael Meinecke states that �the upper zones of the 

dome chamber were completely plastered, and structural components were originally decorated 

with frescoes as is evident in the cupola where portions of star shaped designs are still visible.�
82

 

 The widespread irruptions of internecine fighting that followed the death of Uzun Hasan, 

coupled with the excessive strife that accompanied the early foundation of the Safavid Dynasty, 

created a relatively fallow period in the history of the Tabrizan atelier.  Although a workshop 

was briefly maintained by Hasan�s son Yaqub (d. 1490), the majority of manuscript production 

(and ostensibly wall painting) was centered in the aforementioned Eastern, Herati court of 

Timur�s Grandson, Husayn Bayqara (r.1470-1506).
83

  An important exception is a 1493 

Shahnameh that was created at the Western, Turkman city Lahijan under the patronage of the 

Sultan of the Gilan region, �Ali Mirza Karkiya.  Commonly known as the Big Head Shahnameh 

in recognition of its �folksy�paintings of figures with disproportionately large heads and teeth 

that poke out between closed lips,�
84

 the manuscript was likely viewed by the young Safavid 

premier, Shah Isma�il who spent the years 1493 through 1499 in hiding at Karkiya�s court.
85

  

Scholar Sheila Canby avers that the interiors illustrated in the Big Head manuscript �may shed 

some light on the actual appearance of palace interiors.�  Referring to the image Giv Brings 

Gurgin Before Kay Khusrau, Canby notes the depiction of a golden band outlining both the tiled 

dado and the doorframe that �may have been gessoed and gilded, as one finds in some early 

Timurid buildings.�  She continues by pointing to the omnipresent Il-Khanid tracery describing 

�the upper section of the wall� as covered by �plain white plaster with a row of painted blue 

knots around the edges.
 86

�  Canby also notes the similarity between the illustrated dado�s azure 
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hexagonal tile work and veritable tiles in �the central dome chamber� of the Masjid-i 

Muzzafariyah.  Not mentioned by Canby is the striking resemblance between the Masjid�s 

�mosaic faience� of �floral and arabesque ornament in turquoise, yellow and white� and a 

particular class of walls depicted in Tahmasp�s Shahnameh.
 87

   Commonly known as the Blue 

Mosque, the Masjid, which was erected in 1465, is both Tabriz�s oldest extant architectural 

artifact and the only building that dates to the period when the city was the Safavid capital.
88

       

 From the preceding account, it should be readily apparent that wall painting was a fairly 

common decorative device from the earliest period of Persian history.  Early evidence of the 

practice is manifest in the Palaces of Sassanian princes and Soghdian merchants as well as in the 

country estates of the Umayyads and the Abbasid buildings at Samarra.  The continued tradition 

of wall painting after the Mongol conquests is attested to both by literary accounts and by 

miniature illustrations that offer numerous examples of highly detailed interior paintings.  A 

common theme that courses throughout the written descriptions of palatial wall painting are an 

emphasis on the aggrandizement of rulers particularly as evinced in the princely cycles; hunting 

scenes, embassies and enthronements.   In a few cases these accounts are even complemented by 

physical remnants of fresco work such as that found in the Timurid and Turkmen Mausolea.  

Invariably such funerary paintings consist of floriate and foliate motifs that are meant to portray 

a paradisial setting.  East Asian influences are obvious throughout the entire history of Persian 

wall painting, becoming particularly prevalent in the illustrated evidence of interior decoration 

after the Mongolian conquests of the 13
th
 century.  During the 15

th
 century Timurid-Turkmen era 

Chinese and Islamic motifs were effectively combined to create an �elegant new decorative 

genre� best termed �chinoiserie.�
89

  Logically, it is the ornament from this period that that had 

the greatest influence on later Safavid style.  In fact, considering the brief time frame between 

the fall of the Aq-Quyunlu and the creation of Tahmasp�s Shahnameh, it may be accurate to say 

that many of the murals depicted in the manuscript are veritable images of interior decoration 

found in captured Turkmen and Timurid palaces. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

THE SAFAVIDS 

 

 

 

 

The Foundation of the Safavid Dynasty 

The Safavid dynasty was officially established in the year 1501, when the 14 year old, 

hereditary, Sufi-master Shah Isma�il defeated the Aq-Quyunlu faction and took over their capital 

city Tabriz.  Upon ascension to the throne, the youthful Shah�s first executive act was to 

proclaim Shi�ism the official state religion.  This edict, no matter how inevitable its promulgation 

seems in retrospect, may not have been as clearly anticipated by Isma�il�s contemporaries.   

On the paternal side of the family, Shah Isma�il�s lineage can be traced back to a Kurdish, 

Sunni, aristocratic family from Ardabil, a city just Southwest of the Caspian Sea.  The family�s 

position was cemented in the fourteenth century when the member Saffiodin-Eshaq, a self styled 

spiritualist who �was neither a Shi�a nor a Sayyid (a direct descendent of the prophet),� became a 

follower of the powerful Sufi, Shaykh Zahed-e Gilani.
1
  Saffiodin was so popular with his master 

that he was granted the mystic�s daughter in marriage.  This favor in turn dictated that Saffiodin 

was chosen as the new leader of the order upon his patron�s death.  Eventually, the sect even 

renamed itself in Saffiodin�s honor becoming the Safavids.
2
   

These early foundational activities took place under the powerful aegis of the Timurid 

Empire.  As scholar Abolala Soudovar points out �The Il-khanid policy of religious tolerance, 

maintained by the Teymurids reinforced the position of the Sufi leaders.�  The scholar notes that 

the Sufis (spiritualists who stood outside the Sunni orthodoxy) were favored with tax 

exemptions, as well as with rights of inviolability during times of war.  These auspicious policies 

enabled the Safavid order to accrue a spectacular array of wealth.  The order�s waxing finances 

ceded a concurrent rise in political power.  This power in turn, eventually led to conflict between 

the lay members of the order and the descendents of Saffiodin.  The turmoil culminated in the 

mid fifteenth century when the immediate heir to Saffiodin, Shaykh Junayd, �who had become 

increasingly militant and leaned toward Shi�ism,�
 
rebelled forming a splinter group from the 

moderate sect in Ardabil.
 3

  In a brief span of time Junayd managed to amass a hefty sect of 

Turkic followers both from the areas of the eastern Turkish peninsula and from the western 
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portions of Iran.  It was these early proponents who formed the basis for the Safavid faction the 

Quizilbash.  Literally translated as the �red heads,� the Quizilbash were named for their 

appropriation of a turban style that Junayd�s son, Haydar, purported to have seen in a dream. The 

iconic headgear, properly known as the taj-e Haydari, is �a twelve-sided baton, cut from red 

scarlet,� that was inserted in the top of a taj or helmet; �each side was to invoke one of the 

twelve Imams of the Shi�a.�
4
   

When Junayd was killed during skirmishes with the Shervan-Shahs in 1460, he was 

succeeded by Shaykh Haydar, the son whose conception of the red-capped taj had figured so 

prominently in the sociological development of the Quizilbash as a distinct faction.  The new 

Shaykh enhanced the political power of the Safavid family tenfold by marrying the Aq-Quyunlu 

leader Uzun Hasan�s daughter, Halima Beg.  Ultimately however Haydar�s alliance to the 

Turkman tribe created a climate of obsessive jealousy and suspicion in the camp of his in-laws.  

The atmosphere of mistrust festered for more than a decade after the death of Hasan, only to be 

ameliorated in 1489 by the murder of Halima�s Sufi husband at the hands of his own brother in 

law Ya�qub Beg. 

   

Shah Isma�il 

Fortunately, Haydar and Halima had already produced three sons �Ali, Ibrahim and 

Isma�il.  Both �Ali, the eldest, and the middle son Ibrahim were quickly imprisoned and 

ultimately murdered at the hands of their enemies.  Fearing the annihilation of their order, loyal 

members of the sect secreted the two-year-old Isma�il with a revolving cast of devotees until the 

child was offered permanent sanctuary in the South Caspian region of Gilan.  The area�s ruler, 

Mirza �Ali Karkiya, who successfully hid Isma�il at his court in Lahijan for five years, was a 

strong partisan of the Shi�a faith.   

It was likely this formative period in Isma�il�s life that had the greatest impact on both his 

religious and aesthetic preferences as an adult.  As Sheila Canby sagely points out �Isma�il 

would have traveled more than most princes of his day,� and while both cities flanked the 

Caspian littoral, Karkiya�s seat of power in Lahijan was more than 1,500 kilometers southeast 

from the city of Isma�il�s birth.
 5
  Even before adolescence Isma�il had been exposed to the 

grandeur of the Safavid complex in Ardabil, which Canby notes must �have held profound 

significance for him.  Moreover while hiding from the Turkmans in one of the mausolea at the 
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shrine, he may have had time to contemplate the building as well as his escape.�
6
  While a 

number of the shrine�s early structures remain intact, the entire complex was extensively 

overhauled and redecorated during the reign of Safavid Shah Abbas (1587-1629) effectively 

eradicating any evidence of interior ornament during the time of Isma�il.  Due to structural 

similarities, scholars Golombeck and Wilber venture to speculate that the decorative program at 

Ardabil may have mirrored that of the Imamzadehs� Abdullah and Fazullah shrine.  Located just 

outside of Gurgan on the far southeastern coast of the Caspian, the Imamzadeh�s shrine dates to 

around 1475 and may therefore be a stylistic copy of the earlier Safavid complex.  Golombek 

and Wilber describe the building�s portal Iwan as �painted in red black and blue� with �a large 

square medallion� in the center of the tympanum.  The interior�s cupola and transitional areas are 

entirely coated with vegetal islimi designs and �a vase-shaped ornament set on a red ground� that 

graces �each of the eight lobes of the dome cap.�  Directly below, �the spandrels of the 

squinches are decorated with thick foliate arabesque in white against a solid blue ground.�  Some 

portions of the vault section �are decorated with large medallions set in an arabesque net,� while 

others are �outlined in blue� architectonic painting mimicking that seen in the 1404 Shah i-Zinda 

complex in Samarqand.  Most startling however are the sections of the vault that �contain 

paintings of complex buildings and scenes.  One is clearly a dome and minaret perhaps 

representing the holy places of Mecca and Medina or a Shi�ite shrine.�
7
 

During his flight to the east, Isma�il would have hidden in any number of lesser 

dwellings, and having finally reached the safety of Gilan, he was reportedly lodged �opposite the 

madrasa of Kai Afridun�close to or within the palace precinct.�
8
   While Canby avers �one can 

only speculate on the domestic and public architecture that would have stood in Lahijan at the 

time of Isma�il,� she suggests that the �decoration of surfaces may have been simpler than those 

at the Ardabil shrine.�
9
  During his residence at the Lahijan court, the future dynast was 

instructed in Quranic Arabic, Persian and even �Azari Turkish, as his poetry under the pen name 

Khata�i attests.�
10

   It is a likely supposition that Isma�il would also have had the run of 

Karkiya�s kitabkhana, a situation that would have enabled the young Shah to view the 

aforementioned �Big Head� Shahnameh along with any of the court�s other literary treasures. 

At the age of twelve, Isma�il emerged from hiding in Gilan and professed his right to rule 

through the �three �Pillars of Legitimacy.��  These tenets claimed that Isma�il was; �the 

representative of the hidden Imam, the shadow of god on earth, in line with pre-Islamic notions 
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of kingship, and the head of the Safavid Sufi order.�
11

  With the military backing of the 

Quizilbash, Isma�il was quickly able to dispatch his enemies the Shervan-Shahs and the Aq-

Quyunlu.  Having taken Tabriz and declared his hegemony in 1501, Isma�il remained deeply 

embroiled in the steady warfare necessary to retain his conquests and gain new territory.  It is 

likely that the intense chaos surrounding the new Shah�s rise to power was a motivating force in 

his decision not to waste precious time and money building a new palace.  Instead the fourteen-

year-old Shah moved directly into the previously mentioned Hasht Behisht, the palace of his 

maternal grandfather, Uzun Hasan.  While there is no verifiable evidence that the magnificent 

murals described by the fifteenth century Venetian visitor remained intact from the death of 

Hasan in 1478 to the Safavid victory 23 years later, the fact that the building remained in Aq-

Quyunlu hands until the conquest promotes the veracity of such an assumption.  It is doubtful 

that the succeeding Aq-Quyunlu leader, Yaqub Beg, would have defaced aggrandizing pictures 

of his own father, at most he may have reworked the images to include his own likeness.  It is 

even possible that Yaqub, who was a keen �patron of the painters Shaykhi and Darvish 

Muhammad until his own death in 1492,� merely added additional frescoes to the walls of the 

palace.
12

  Upon the Safavid ascension to power it seems possible that Isma�il, too busy to build 

his own complex, would simply have painted over the portraits of Hasan and Yaqub perhaps 

even replacing them with his own likeness.  Substantiating that painted decorations remained the 

norm after the Safavid conquest, Canby refers to another Italian record of Tabriz, this one from 

1507, that states; the �palaces�are wonderfully decorated within and covered with gold on the 

outside, and of different colors; and each palace has its own mosque and bath, which are equally 

overlaid and worked with minute and beautiful designs.�
13

   Asserting that such a description 

probably refers to tiled dados capped by frescoed plaster walls, Canby avers that the palace 

complex at Tabriz probably �changed very little, if at all, from the time of the Italian merchant� 

through to the reign of Isma�il�s son Tahmasp. Ultimately however such scenarios remain 

conjectural and the fact that the sole extant monument of medieval Tabriz, the Qara-Quyunlu�s 

Blue Mosque, is decorated entirely with non-figurative designs does little to alleviate such 

scholarly dilemmas.     

Literary records wholeheartedly support the fact that Isma�il�s early reign was far to 

hectic to focus on little more than the most superficial redecorating.  In fact the only documented 

evidence of building during this period regards a hunting lodge Isma�il had built at Khuy, just 
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west of Tabriz, around 1507-8.
14

  In the period following his victory over the Turkman tribes, the 

young Shah extended his empire to include both western regions of Iran and the easternmost 

portion of Turkey.  These conquests were solidified over the next decade with Isma�il gaining 

control of Herat in 1506, Baghdad in 1508 and Khorasan in 1510.
15

  As Soudovar points out, 

these triumphs positioned Isma�il as the first major inter-provincial ruler since the fall of the 

Sasanian Empire.  This fact coupled with Isma�il's self professed �pillars� granted him, in the 

eyes of both the Persians and the Quizilbash, �farr-e izadi, the Divine Glory, an attribute by 

which he could confront and vanquish any adversary.�
16

  It was perhaps no empty boast when 

Isma�il penned the self-valorizing verse; �I am Feyredun, Khosrow, Alexander, Jesus, Zahak.  

My mother Fatima, my father �Ali: I too am one of the Twelve Imams.�
17

 

During the early years of his reign Isma�il did appear unconquerable, having defeating 

both the Aq and Qara-Quyunlu tribes as well as forcing the incursive Ozbeg forces East toward 

Samarqand.  By patently manifest ability alone, the Shah could claim as much legitimacy as the 

Shahnameh�s mythical rulers Zahak and Fairidun, as well as the historical personages Khosrow 

and Alexander.  Because the maternal side of Isma�il�s family traced its lineage to both the Aq-

Quyunlu and the Eastern Orthodox Emperors of Rum, among them Maria and Theodora 

Komnene, he could claim an affiliation with Jesus.  In fact, before her death, Isma�il�s mother 

Halima Beg had become a Christian taking the baptismal name Marta.
18

  The most important 

claim for authority however lay in Isma�il�s profession as the Hidden Imam and therefore as a 

Sayyid, a member of the �Ali family linked directly to the prophet Muhammad through blood.  It 

was these final (and unsubstantial) claims that led to the Shah�s acceptance by the masses as well 

as to his continued pre-eminence in the theatre of war.  In fact, it was the Quizilbash� sincere 

belief in Isma�il�s mystical powers of protection for their forces that precipitated a sure victory 

for every battle in which their exalted leader took the field.   

In the year 1514, however, Isma�il�s fabled beatification deserted him.  In a war against 

the new Ottoman Sultan Selim, Isma�il and a large faction of his Quizilbash followers were 

routed on the battlefield at Chaldiran: farr-e izadi proved no match for Ottoman gun power.  In 

the wake of this massive blow to the Shah�s claims to a divinely ordained right to rule Isma�il 

appeared to retreat from the public eye, immersing himself in court life, choosing to effect the 

administration of his empire from the capital at Tabriz rather than from the back of his battle 

steed.  It seems likely that Chaldiran�s subversion of Isma�il�s religious authority may have acted 
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as the impetus for the Shah to re-assert his campaign for legitimacy.  Having been deserted by 

God in a time of war, the commission of a Shahnameh may have been seen as a felicitous 

opportunity to emphasize Isma�il�s claims to affiliation with the heroic heritage of the ancient 

and mythological Persian kings, rather than to his self averred Sayyid connections.  Whether or 

not this was the period during which the production of a Safavid Shahnameh was first conceived, 

the project was apparently shelved until the early1520�s. In the interim, Isma�il�s artists were 

kept occupied adding eleven additional miniatures to a copy of the Khamsa that was begun by 

Baysunghur�s kitabkhana in 1481 and expanded both by the Turkman Khalil Sultan and his 

brother Yaqub Beg.
19

  Unfortunately the resulting manuscript, which is highly indicative of the 

both the artistic hybridization effected under the Safavids and the stylistic influences imposed by 

their predecessors, offers no evidence of painted interiors.  

  

Shah Tahmasp 

After Chaldiran, the Ottomans remained a constant menace and Isma�il�s waning 

combative energies were diffused by cold war politics and minor skirmishes on the western 

border.  Near the end of 1514, The Shah�s misery over his defeat on the battlefield was 

supplanted by the joyful news of the birth of his first son Tahmasp.  In 1516 Isma�il sent the two-

year-old Tahmasp to the court at Herat both as the nominal governor and as recipient of the 

requisite royal education.  Herat, the capital of Rukh�s fifteenth century Timurid empire, 

continued to act as a center of culture and learning through the early Safavid period.  During 

Tahmasp�s six-year sojourn in the area, the crown prince was reportedly taken care of by Amir 

Khan Mausillu and likely quartered in �large ornately decorated buildings.�
20

  Among the 

edifices that Tahmasp would surely have been exposed to was the now demolished 1415 Citadel 

that is known to have sported a number of �mural paintings in the vaulted rooms on the south 

side.�
21

  Another contemporary structure that may have been influential on Tahmasp�s 

developing aesthetic was the khanaqah or Sufi convent known as the �gilded house� or Zarnigar 

khaneh.  Stating that the building�s epithet �is derived from the brilliant blue and gold paintings 

which decorate the vault of the central dome chamber,� Golombek and Wilber describe the 

ornamentation as �large floral elements contrasting with backgrounds strewn with tiny fleck-like 

blossoms.�  The scholars also note the additional elements of �dentillated half-palmette leaves, 

and large flowers with flame like centers.�
22

   Less vivid evidence of frescoes in early 16
th
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century Herat is found in the Abu�l Valid shrine where a local historian noted that �the prayer 

hall until recently contained muqarnas work and paintings.�
23

   While the exact nature of these 

designs remains unknown one can speculate that they may have been vegetal in nature, reflecting 

the paysage themes so common in the fourteenth century Timurid Mausolea located in 

Samarqand.  A final important edifice that may have boasted painted interiors during the time of 

Tahmasp, was the Masjid-i Jami or Friday mosque.  As the most important religious constructs 

in any Muslim community Friday mosques are often a city�s most lavishly adorned buildings.  

Herat�s Masjid was no exception and in referencing the decoration, the Muslim chronicler 

Khvandamir relates a particularly opulent scheme that included �stone dados in the ivans, as well 

as painting and tile-work.�
24

   

As noted in chapter one, Herat was also home to Bihzad, the classical painting master 

whose delicate and balanced compositions revolutionized the Timurid aesthetic injecting an 

unprecedented degree of naturalism into miniature painting.  Bihzad and his work had such a 

strong influence on the tastes of the young prince that Tahmasp, who was something of an 

artistic dilettante himself, chose to emulate the classical Herat style in his own compositions.  In 

fact, scholar Cary Welch suggests that it was the young prince�s predilection for the Herat genre 

that led Isma�il to commission the Shahnameh.  Proposing that the manuscript was intended as a 

homecoming gift for the crown prince�s return to Tabriz in 1522, Welch offers the interesting 

suggestion that the work was meant to act both as referential device that might serve to open the 

lines of communication between the estranged pair as well as a winch to lure the young prince 

into a more favorable opinion of the Tabrizan aesthetic.   

Tabriz style stood in nearly direct opposition to that of the classical Herat atelier.  Works 

of the Tabriz court, such as the aforementioned Shiraz Gulistan, encompassed the Turkman style, 

which has been described as rife with �archaic flavor,� �excessive vitality,� and �a greater 

urgency and intensity of color.�
25

  Both architecture and figures are drawn with �spatially 

illogical� and �expressive rather than naturalistic proportions.�
26

  Tabrizan work often 

incorporates what Welch terms �grotesques: profoundly tragicomic earth spirits in human and 

monster forms� hidden within the rocks, trees and clouds of the intensely intricate landscapes.
27

  

Interestingly, however, incidences of such grotesques are relegated solely to terrestrial subject 

matter and are never manifest within either architectural or illustrated interior decoration.  The 

final vital ingredient of the Turkman aesthetic was the pronounced Far Eastern influence that 
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remained strong even after the Chinese cut off relations with the Turkman tribes in the 1480�s.  

Welch points to the Iranian�s preference for �highly stylized, Chinese influenced flowers,� 

orientalized birds and dragons that are often reiterated as the Persian Simurgh, and unmistakably 

eastern clouds whose lushly curvilinear wisps are reminiscent of the mane of the iconic Chinese 

lion.
 28

 

When Tahmasp finally returned to his father�s court, Bihzad, the great Herat master, 

�accompanied the little prince to Tabriz and was appointed as head of the royal library.�
29

  

Welch likens Bihzad�s influence to �oil poured on raging seas,� effecting that �Timurid 

tastefulness calmed the surging artistic rhythms of Isma�il�s Tabriz;� even the �ferocious 

artistry� of the previous master of the Tabrizan kitabkhana, Sultan Muhammad, �yielded before 

Bihzad.�
30

  It was this artistic farrago from which Tahmasp�s Shahnameh was created and it 

logically follows that the ensuing manuscript produced an entirely new mode of miniature 

painting, a style that combined both the Herat and the Tabrizan schools to create an original 

product.   

The realization of this premiere artifact of the �Safavid synthesis� was no small feat, in 

fact Welch avers that the manufacture of Isma�il�s 1522 manuscript was �the biggest project 

carried out under Tahmasp...executed over a decade by many artists whose talents ranged from 

brilliant to plodding.�
31

  Contemporary Safavid historian Budaq-e Qazvini cites Tahmasp�s 

Shahnameh as taking longer yet; �twenty years for completion, beginning early in the reign of 

the late Shah when he had a liking for reading and writing, and calligraphers and painters were 

always in his presence,�
32

 

 

Artist�s Exposure to Palatial Murals 

The proposition that the Shah and his artists were on familiar terms is particularly vital to 

the investigation of the Shahnameh�s interior murals.  Such statements establish that the artisans 

of the kitabkhana would have had access to the Shah�s personal domain, including reception 

rooms, and perhaps even certain sections of the harem.  Evidence of the illustrators� exposure to 

murals in the Tabrizan palace of Hasht Behisht or even to the palace complex and public 

buildings in Herat supports the postulation that scenes depicting frescoed rooms are veritable 

representations of contemporary interior decoration.   
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Luckily, there are numerous written records that attest to the fact that many royal artisans 

were not simply workers but in fact close personal companions to their patrons.  This 

phenomenon was particularly true during the early reign of Shah Tahmasp.  Ascending to power 

at the age of ten, the crown prince was only two years younger than his father Isma�il had been 

when he ousted the Turkman tribes and declared his hegemony over Tabriz.  Cary Welch points 

out however, that the new shah �possessed little of his father�s personal strength, courage or 

charisma.� and while �Isma�il had found it difficult to control the unruly tribes under his aegis; 

for the young boy the task was impossible.�
33

  Faced with a complex and increasingly unstable 

political situation and used as a pawn by his advisors, Tahmasp chose to immerse himself in the 

efforts of his atelier, using �art as a kind of refuge from the threatening world around him.�
34

  

This period of intense patronage likely spanned the entire twenty-year period of the 

Shahnameh�s production, only ending in the mid 1540�s when Tahmasp finally wrested the reins 

of power from his advisors and took control of his realm.   

At a very precocious age, the crown prince seemed to have a natural inclination for 

painting.  Recognizing this �aptitude�Isma�il arranged for Tahmasp to be taught by Bihzad and 

later Sultan Muhammad.�
35

  The child�s gamine mastery of both the Herat and the Tabrizan 

styles is manifest in compositions such as a single folio entitled The Royal Household Staff,
36

 and 

a �pocket size copy of Guy u Chawgan (The Ball and the Polo Stick), dated 1523/24.�
37

  There 

can be no question that in order to reach the level of proficiency necessary to execute such 

accomplished examples of painting and scrivning the prince would have had to spend many 

hours in the presence of his pedagogues.   

  More specifically, a 1606 treatise by Qadi Ahmad states; �Shah Tahmasp was greatly 

drawn to learning the nasta�liq script and painting, and spent his blessed time on these.  He 

became an incomparable master rising above all artists in drawing and painting.�
38

  Another 

account, this one by Iskander Munshi dating to 1616 reads; �His majesty was very friendly with 

this group (of artists); whenever he was at leisure from the business of government and the cares 

of state, he would devote his attention to practicing painting.�
39

    

While most artists were lodged in quarters off the kitabkhana or even nearby madrasas, 

some would have been privileged to visit and perhaps even to live within the interior palace 

complex.  Pointing to the egalitarian Muslim concept that all men under Islam (literally 

�submission to God�) are equal, Welch avers that many painters had the opportunity to become 
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courtiers.  The scholar quotes the poet Nava�i�s statement that the painter �Dervish Muhammad 

was the �milk brother� of a prince:� implicating that the artist and his future patron Yaqub Beg 

shared a wet nurse.
40

  Welch also refers to an oft-quoted phrase from the aforementioned work 

by Munshi that states; �Aqa Miraq, the artist from Isfahan, was his (Tahmasp�s) special friend 

and intimate boon companion.�
41

  In fact, noting the illustrator�s marked predilection for 

physiognomic representation and considering his familiarity with the Shah, Welch suggests that 

many of Miraq�s figures depict Tahmasp himself.  A particularly fine example such incidental 

portraiture may be seen in the Shahnameh folio 7 recto, Firdowsi Encounters the Court Poets of 

Ghazna, where a sumptuously garbed, taj capped character standing just superior to the title 

lyricists bears a striking resemblance to the Safavid prince.
42

 

 

Illustrative Conventions 

Having established that the Shah�s artisans were close enough to their patron that they 

might gain access to frescoed rooms in the royal palace, the possibility remains that interiors 

depicted in the Shahnameh are simply fanciful manifestations of artistic license.  The most 

competent argument against such a scenario is adumbrated by scholar Thomas Lentz who avers 

that �the role of the artist� was highly �restricted� when it came to painting.  In order to avert the 

risk of creating spurious, even dangerous implications, �in royal painting iconography and 

expressive idiom would not likely be pictorial elements open to extensive artistic 

manipulation.�
43

  Instead illustrators would have adhered to precise pictorial conventions.  The 

exact nature of such traditions during the immediate period of the Shahnameh�s production 

remains contestable, however the basic tenets were likely identical to those delineated by Sadiqi 

Bek in his late sixteenth century treatise The Canons of Painting.
44

  Bek concedes that in figural 

painting suratgari �mother nature (a farinish) alone must be your guide.  In this particular genre 

only a fool would think to parody the works of the great past masters�the results could only be 

(tattabu�) pointless pastiche,� since all pales in comparison to the compositions of the past 

masters Mani and Bihzad.
45

  In depicting animal designs (janvar-sazi) Bek takes the opposite 

position stating that �there is no swerving here from the principles established by the masters of 

old; here artful imitation (tattabu) is the way that must be pursued.�
46

  In decorative art 

(naqqashi) as well Bek insists that designs conform to strict traditions following �seven basic 

patterns: islimi (ivy and spiral pattern), khata�i (Chinese floral pattern), abr (cloud-like foliage), 
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vaq (human headed scroll), nilufar (lotus), farangi (Frankish pattern) and band-i rumi (Anatolian 

knot pattern).�
47

 

Pointing out that �many larger workshops had an accumulation of materia technica; an 

inherited store of tracings, stencils, pounces, drawings and miscellaneous scraps,� Welch and 

Dickson aver that the art of medieval Persia �fed more on art than on nature.�
48

  The average 

artisans, �if called upon to work alone�based their design on pictures or parts of pictures 

available to them in the workshop or in the patron�s library.�
49

  Lentz notes �only individual 

style, perhaps palette, and to some extent composition seem to have been areas open to 

interpretation.�
50

  As a rule, it is highly unlikely that anyone except the most established artists 

would create an original drawing and even the masters �availed themselves of the storehouse of 

accumulated motifs.�
51

   

Furthermore, if scholar Robert Hillenbrand is correct in his estimation that the 

Shahnameh was �intended as a public patriotic gesture made by the head of State,�
52

 as well as 

�a symbolic assertion of royal authority,� the manuscript�s iconographic connotations would 

have been of extreme importance.
53

  In such a role, the offhanded inclusion of novel designs into 

any portion of the illustrations would have most likely been frowned upon.  In fact considering 

that so many of the interiors represented are throne room scenes, the supposition that the artists 

simulated non-existent motifs on the walls of the shah�s palace seems particularly suspect.  It is 

far more likely that such illustrations depict veritable interior decoration from contemporary 

palaces: ornamental schemes that in some cases appear to contain carefully constructed, yet 

regrettably obfuscated, iconographic programs.  In reference to the closely related Timurid 

manuscripts, Lentz avers no matter if one accepts the historical veracity of the illustrated 

interiors, such depictions should at least be perceived �as representative of an ideal, an 

embodiment of what was both desired and deemed necessary among the�cultural elite.�
54

   

Having followed the Safavids� rise to power from obscure Sunni nobility to the dynastic 

Shi�a rulers of a vast and culturally disparate territory, their interest in creating a sense of 

confederated cohesion is readily comprehensible.  Most likely it is this unifying ethos that led to 

the commission of the Shahnameh-yi Shah Tahmasp.   More importantly it was probably the 

combination of this nationalistic mindset coupled with Isma�il�s extensive childhood travel and 

Tahmasp�s interim at the Herat court that predicated the technical amalgamation that was 

effected at the Tabriz atelier, a style that reached fruition in the Safavid Book of Kings.  
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Although it is impossible to say whether or not Uzun Hasan�s fabulous murals remained intact 

after the Safavids moved into his Tabriz palace, Hasht Behisht, at least one contemporary literary 

account supports the existence of some kind of painted interior decoration.  Furthermore, 

because members of the royal kitabkhana were often courtiers and sometimes even close 

personal friends of their patrons, it seems likely that they would have had access to palatial 

reception rooms and perhaps even certain private rooms.  In fact, had either Isma�il or Tahmasp 

redecorated Hasht Behisht, these artists would indubitably have been the executors of such 

change.  Noting both the existence of vast stores of decorative motifs and the artists� almost 

unwavering adherence to strict illustrative conventions as delineated in Sadiqi Bek�s �Canons of 

Painting,� it seems unlikely that the depiction of palace interiors in the Shahnameh were fanciful 

constructs devised purely for princely entertainment.  Instead the wall décor illustrated in 

Tahmasp�s manuscript most likely reflects either veritable interiors or perhaps an accepted 

iconographic scheme, carefully developed at the behest of the patron and meant to promote both 

the Safavids and their dynastic ideals.  
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CHAPTER III 

 

CLASSIFICATION AND TYPE A 

 

 

 

 

Introduction to the Classification 

 

Almost one fifth of the Shahnameh�s 258 miniatures include an architectural component.  

Although an ample 73 folios offer interior views of buildings, 22 of these images can be 

summarily dispensed of by dint of their total lack of decoration.  Standing in direct opposition to 

the common rhetoric that describes Muslim artisans as compulsive ornamentalists whose driving 

force is a horror vacui or �an overwhelming need to cover the surface� of a subject, in each of 

these scenes the interior view is ignored and treated as purely negative space.
1
   The thread that 

binds these illustrations of empty interiors is their prevailing emphasis on action that is taking 

place outside of the building.  Inevitably the bare spaces of white or dark ground that the viewer 

glimpses through a window or door are ancillary to action that is taking place in the landscape 

beyond the building.  The viewer�s attention is never meant to rest upon the figures that peer out 

from these blank portals and fenestrations; instead one is gently compelled to follow these idlers� 

gaze, focusing instead on the exterior vista.  

 The omission of these 22 void, and hence irrelevant, interior scenes leaves 51 miniatures 

to be reviewed for evidence of wall painting.  Among the remaining images the basic interior 

design tends to follow a standardized pattern of tiled dados topped by a tiled or perhaps painted 

band that in turn supports a decorated expanse of wall above.  It is this uppermost portion of the 

wall that concerns the discussion at hand and all further references to ornamentation will indicate 

specifically those motifs found in this distinct area of the interiors represented in the illustrations. 

With little exception, the Shahnameh�s motifs can be effectively classified into the 

following proposed system of five general types based on their prevailing ornamental ethos.  

Among these categories, A through E, there are numerous instances of sub-categorizations based 

on variations of the basic pattern.  Furthermore, these motifs rarely occur as the sole decorative 

device on a single wall.  In fact, because many of the scenes offer interior views of buildings 

with multiple rooms, the designs not only co-exist with each other on individual walls they also 

appear in tandem or triplicate with each other on a single page.   
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Because this survey does not address each illustration individually, the following 

spreadsheet is included in order to present a complete record of the relevant folios as well as to 

delineate the basic types of motifs found in each image.  Read from left to right, each row 

contains the following information by column; the page number of the image in the Welch and 

Dickson facsimile, the folio number and side (recto or verso) on which the image is found in 

Tahmasp�s original manuscript, the title of the image, the motif types used in each image, and 

finally the artists that Welch and Dickson propose as the illustrators of each image.  

   

Table 1: Classification Table 

3 10r Firdowsi Proves his Talents 

before Sultan Mahmud 

A B C D  Mir Musavvir 

11 24v The Court of Jamshid A  C   Sultan Muhammad & 

Workshop 

13 26v The Snakes of King Zahhak     E Sultan Muhammad 

15 28v The Nightmare of Zahhak A B C   Mir Musavvir 

16 29v Zahhak is Told of His Fate A     Sultan Muhammad 

17 30v Zahhak Slays the Cow Birmayeh A     Sultan Muhammad & Mir 

Sayyid �Ali 

21 34v Faridun Enthroned in the Palace 

of Zahhak 

A     Sultan Muhammad 

23 36v Faridun Strikes Down Zahhak A    E Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

D 

26 39v Faridun�s Envoy to Sarv: The 

First Interview 

A  C   Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

A 

 

27 40v Faridun�s Envoy to Sarv: The 

Second Interview 

A    E Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

B 

28 41v Faridun�s Sons with the 

Daughters of Sarv 

A    E Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

B 

30 43v Faridun Divides his Kingdom A    E Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

D 

36 49v The Lamentation of Faridun A    E Painter D with Sultan 

Muhammad Supervising 

37 50v Manuchihr at the Court of 

Faridun 

   D  Painter D with Sultan 

Muhammad Supervising 

47 60v Manuchihr Enthroned A B    Mir Musavvir & Painter B 

52 65v Zal before Manuchihr, Sam and 

Qaran 

A B C   Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

A 

55 68v Mihrab Describes Zal to 

Sindukht and Rudabeh 

A   D  Sultan Muhammad & Painter 

A 

56 69v Rudabeh Confides in her Maids A  C   Painter D 
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Table 1: Continued  

58 71v Rudabeh�s Maids Return to the 

Palace 

A   D E Painters A, B & D 

62 72v Rudabeh Confesses to Sindukht A    E Painter D with Sultan 

Muhammad Directing 

63 77v Mihrab Hears of Rudabeh�s Folly A   D E Painter D with Sultan 

Muhammad Directing 

64 78v Rudabeh before Mihrab     E Painter A 

69 83v Mihrab Vents his Anger on 

Sindukht 

A     Painters A & C 

70 84v Sindukht Comes to Sam Bearing 

Gifts 

A     Painters A & C 

71 81v Sam seals his Pact with Sindukht A   D  Painters A & C 

72 86v The Shah�s Wise Men Approve of 

Zal�s Marriage 

    E Painter D 

105 163v Siyavush Stands Accused by 

Sudabeh before Kay Kavus 

A     Painter C with Mir 

Musavvir Supervising 

106 164v Sudabeh�s Second Accusation 

Against Siyavush is Judged 

A     Painter B 

109 170v Afrasiyab Announces the New 

Policy of Peace with Iran 

A    E Painter A with Mir 

Musavvir Supervising 

110 171v Siyavush Receives Gifts from 

Afrasiyab�s Peace Envoy 

A B C  E Mir Musavvir & Painter A 

111 174r Kay Kavus Upbraids Siyavush in 

a Letter 

A    E Mir Musavvir & Painter C 

118 183v Syiavush and Jarireh wed A     Mir Musavvir & Painter C 

119 185v Siyavush and Farangis Wed A     Mir Musavvir & Painter B 

121 189v Garsivaz Visits Siyavushgird     E Mir Musavvir & Painter B 

123 195r Siyavush Recounts his Nightmare 

to Farangis 

A  C D  Mir Musavvir & Painter A 

125 201r Piran and Kay Khosrow before 

Afrasiyab 

A  C   Painter B with Mir 

Musavvir Supervising 

126 202v Rustam Blames Kay Kavus for 

the Slaying of Siyavush 

A  C D E Mir Musavvir & Painter A 

134 218r Kay Khosrow Welcomed by Kay 

Kavus 

A  C   Mir Musavvir & Painter B 

135 221r Kay Khosrow Takes the Castle 

Bahman 

  C   Painter A 

142 236r The Iranians Mourn Farud and 

Jarireh 

    E Painters D & F 

146 242r Kay Khosrow Orders Tus 

Recalled 

A  C  E Mir Musavvir & Painter C 

190 385v Jahn Installed on the Throne of 

Turan 

    E Muzaffar �Ali 
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Table 1: Continued  

216 516v Ardashir and the Slave Girl 

Gulnar 

A     Mir Musavvir 

229 563r The Shoemaker who Rode a Lion  B    Painter B with Mir 

Musavvir Supervising 

241 629r Nushirvan Receives an Embassy 

from the Khaqan 

    E Muzaffar �Ali 

243 638r Nushirvan Receives an Embassy 

from the king of Hind 

    E Mirza �Ali 

246 658v The Great Sage Questions 

Hormozd before Nushirvan 

   D  Dust Muhammad 

252 698v The Envoys of Khosrow Parvis 

before Caesar 

 B  D  Mir Musavvir and Painter 

B 

253 702r Kahhrad and the Weeping Statue A     Aqa Mirak 

260 742v The Assassination of Khosrow 

Parvis 

A  C  E �Abd us Samad 

221 538r The Coronation of Shapur II A     Muzaffar �Ali
2
 

 

 

Type A 

 By far the most prevalent among the five basic motifs is type A.  Occurring often in 

correlation with the other four categories, type A is found in thirty-seven of the fifty-one relevant 

miniatures.  Not only is this the most common set of motifs found in Tahmasp�s Shahnameh it is 

also the most frequently illustrated interior ornamentation in earlier Islamic manuscripts.  Type A 

can be described in three basic subsets; A, pointed arches or palmettes, A2, simple line borders 

that are sometimes enhanced by foliate or geometric extensions and A3, the evolution of such 

borders and palmettes into discontiguous medallions that occupy the midsection of a wall.  The 

common thread that binds each of these forms is their high level of stylization and overriding 

ornamental character, qualities that recommend them as components of Sadiqi Bek�s 

classification naqqashi or Decorative Arts.   

Likely harkening back to a Far Eastern decorative ethos, type A�s fundamental silhouette 

seems to be a border of pointed arches or palmettes that frost an interior�s bisecting bands and 

delineate any doors.  Such decoration can be executed in gold, gold and red or blue and can 

entail design schemes that range anywhere from a simple spiked arch to a pointed palmette with 

complex interior layers of floriate tracery creating the impression of fractal geometrics.  This 

seminal version of motif type A is clearly seen above the tiled dado and portal in the primary, 

lower left hand chamber in folio 183v Siyavush and Jarireh Wed. (fig 1)  Just to the right, the 
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same spiky crown-like design traces the dado of a room where a maid is seen peeping out from a 

half open window.  Further right the motif appears yet again, this time capping an interior 

doorway below which a male attendant offers victuals to the first in a trio of seated courtiers.   

While such pointed palmettes bear an obvious correlation to the medallions, ansae and 

shamsa or sun rosettes that grace both textiles and the illuminated frontispieces of folios dating 

as far back as the fourteenth century, the genesis of this motif can be traced to a pre-Islamic, 

possibly Hindu or Buddhist aesthetic.
 3

   Although illustrations that include type A�s use in 

interiors have only been found in manuscripts that postdate the Mongol invasion of 1258, 

evidence of similar gilded motifs on the exteriors of buildings depicted in a 1170-80 Fatamid  

Automata
4
 and a 1237 Baghdad version of al-Hariri�s Maqamat

5
 suggest that the form was 

utilized in architectural decoration long before the Khanid incursions.   Perhaps the earliest 

illustrated interior scenes in which motif type A is depicted are found in folios from the 1325-35 

Great Mongol Shahnameh.  In the image Mourning over the Bier of Iskander, the anterior wall 

clearly evinces an open border of blue, arched palmettes each capped with a delicate tri-part 

spike and separated by a fully colored pointed arch.  Particularly interesting is the fact that the 

primary palmette shape is not colored in but instead filled with softer tri-lobed vegetals: a design 

that bears a striking resemblance to the upper border found in the earlier Automata manuscript.
 6
  

A 1382 illustration from a Baghdad Zafarnama offers yet another instance of the blue, pointed, 

arch border here however the form is far more intricate with multiple levels of arches 

embellished by a delicate foliate filigree suggesting an idealized petal.
7
  Yet another example of 

this motif is found in a 1360 Baghdad version of Kalila wa Dimna, in which the scene, A Thief in 

the Bedchamber, offers a softer, almost globular rendering of gold and red linked palmettes that 

navigate both the plaster wall and a molded, painted tympanum.
8
  Based on the Indian 

Panchatantra or �Five Tales,� this oft-illustrated Muslim version of the Aesopian-style text is 

itself a striking example of the cultural exchange that took place between Islamic Asia and her 

neighbors.    

The most important corollary gleaned from the Automata and Maqamat illustrations is 

that the use of the pointed arch or palmette motif in an architectural context predates the Mongol 

invasions of the thirteenth century.   In fact, recognizing that Perso-Chinese relations were 

initiated far before the Chingizid era, the introduction of Type A�s basic decoration may be 

tentatively ascribed to the work of Tang Dynasty, Buddhist artisans who traveled the Silk Road 
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between the seventh and tenth centuries.  In particular, the impetus for the pointed arch may have 

been drawn specifically from the Buddhist Mandorla; �an almond shaped nimbus or glory 

surrounding Christ or any other sacred figure.�
9
   Explaining that the term may be literally 

translated from the Italian as �almond,� scholar Brian Jensen ascribes the origins of the 

Mandorla�s design to �the image of two Mandalas (Sanskrit word for circle) merging together 

until an almond shape is formed in the center.�  Noting the motif�s alternate pseudonym, �vesica 

piscis,� (Latin for fish bladder) Jensen promotes Baldcock�s theory that �the circles� carry 

medieval Christian associations and �may be taken to represent spirit and matter or heaven and 

earth.�
10

  An excellent example of the early Persianate use of the vesica piscis in interior design 

is found in the remains of an interior at an eighth century Soghdian house in the Panjikent region.  

While the dados and anterior wall are fully covered in figural wall paintings, the barrel vaulting 

above clearly shows the remnants of a repetitive circle design where each of the four overlapping 

interstices form perfectly linked Mandorlas.
11

  

Proposing that there is little difference between the circular Mandala and ovoid 

Mandorla, scholar Tianshu Zhu interprets the Mandorla as a �solar disc,� an iconographic device 

that symbolizes the power of a Sun God.  Referring to a strip of painting at Kizil, Zhu describes 

the Mandorlas of a group of solar deities as �red in color� with �radiating lines depicted in 

them.�
12

  Not only does this version of a Mandorla correlate nicely with type A�s later use in 

shamsa designs, it also explains why so many of the nimbi depicted along the trade route display 

distinctly concentric coronas.  Although the almond shaped form of penumbra is known to have 

existed contemporaneously with the Silk Road paintings, such attenuated versions of the 

Mandorla seem to have been utilized more prominently in Indian and Chinese bronzes
13

 such as 

those found at the Pakistan and Afghanistan sites of the fourth century Hellenistic Gandharan 

culture
14

 and the 6
th
 century Asuka or Three Kingdoms period in China.   

Noting the presence of Sun God imagery at the Central and East Asian sites of Panjikent, 

Kucha, Bamiyan, Dunhuang, and the aforementioned Kizil, Zhou suggests that such 

representations may be transversely viewed as depicting the Indian divinity Surya or the Iranian 

deity Mithra.  Mithra, a 4000-year-old Persian god originally associated with the life giving 

power of the sun, was eventually subsumed by Zoroaster�s fire worshipping reformation of 

ancient, Persian, shamanistic polytheism.  Within Zoroastrian hagiography Mithra was ceded 

powers that ranged from defender of human contracts to divine judge of souls.  During the 
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Roman Empire the cult of Mithra came full circle and the godhead was referred to once again as 

�sol invictus, or the invincible sun.�
15

   Clearly useful in linking a human ruler with divinity, the 

fiery symbolism of an ancient Sun God became a common feature of Royal iconography in 

cultures the world over.  Among the most obvious manifestations of the conscious appropriation 

of Solar symbolism is the �the Persian crown,� which is the prototype �from which all present 

day crowns are derived,� and which is believed to have been �designed to represent the golden 

sun-disc sacred to Mithras.�
16

  Substantiating the link between type A pointed arches and sun and 

fire symbolism is the motif�s obvious correspondence to the depictions of crowns and thrones 

found throughout Central Asian manuscripts.  A fine example from Tahmasp�s manuscript is 

folio 29v Zahhak is Told of his Fate. (Fig. 2)  Here again red and gold palmettes trace both dado 

and doors.  The decorative wall motif is neatly balanced by an identical design that courses both 

the upper contours of Zahhak�s throne as well as the large-scale blue and gold backrest.  Just 

below the supine figure of the ill-fated king, an attendant bears a royal crown with gilt, pointed 

arches that perfectly mimic the illumination delineating both throne and wall.   

  Another possible provenance of design type A is the ubiquitous lotus motif that Sadiqi 

Bek terms nilufar.  Representing both divine status and �humanity�s salvation in Buddhism,� 

with little exception, the lotus shape is found in profusion at each of the aforementioned sites 

throughout India, China and Central Asia.
17

  Strikingly similar to a sun itself, the spate 

overlapping petals of the lotus flower are often used as the podia on which a Hindu or Buddhist 

saint is seated.  Particularly fine examples of the use of the lotus leaf in Buddhist iconography 

are found at sites as disparate as Afghani Bamiyan in the Southwest and Turfan on the far 

Northeastern trade route.  The earlier of the two wall paintings is the fifth or sixth century 

rendition of recumbent Buddhas that grace the dome of a sacred site in Bamiyan.
18

  The central 

figure, seated within an octet of polychromed Mandalas, rests cross-legged on a curvilinear 

pillow of red and gold lotus petals. Surrounding the main figure are eleven smaller Buddhas.  

Between ten of these ancillary figures sprout nine green and gold tipped tri-lobed florals creating 

a decorative program distinctly similar to that found in the images from the Automata and the 

Demotte Shahnameh.  In fact, referring back to the Panjikent image, yet another tri-lobed floral is 

evinced, this time situated within the concave diamond pattern created by the interstices of the 

overlapping circles.   
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An eighth or ninth century fresco from the Turfan region just North of Kocho, depicts a 

�Buddha with halo and nimbus, worshipped by three deities and a monk.�
19

  Beneath the primary 

figure, floriate tips of his supporting lotus pad project up perhaps in joyous veneration of the 

Amitabha�s presence.  Behind the bi-layer Mandalas that encircle the saint�s back, lotus-like 

blossoms shoot up from spiky branches perhaps representing a protective or talismanic ethos.  

Interestingly, in the right foreground the monk�s figure is equally enshrouded with three pointed, 

poly-lobed arches that may be taken to represent leaves, petals, or even a fiery tripartite 

Mandorla.  Proof that the lotus design was carried over for use in a Muslim context is clearly 

evident in scenes from illustrated manuscripts.  In fact the use of the lotus motif in the context of 

the Demotte Shahnameh seems to directly mirror its precedents.  In the image Kay Khusrow 

Victorious over the Divs, the base of Khusrow�s throne is decorated with large gold lotuses set 

off against a solid red ground.
20

   Turning once again to the illustration Mourning over the Bier 

of Iskander from the same manuscript, identical gold blossoms float against the red lacquer base 

of Iskander�s funerary podium and even line the edges of the white canopy above.   

It remains debatable whether the creative impetus for the seminal form of the type A 

decorative motif can be ascribed to Mandorla or lotus leaf imagery.  Because both designs stem 

from the same cultural ethos, the most appropriate solution may be to view the development of 

similar Islamic decoration as co-dependent on each source.  Particularly important is the 

revelation that both the Mandorla and the lotus motifs were used extensively as symbols of 

divinity.  Representing the mystical power of fire or circles or in the case of the lotus, growth and 

rebirth, such iconography was consciously echoed in a profane Royal context (particularly 

thrones and crowns) in order to aggrandize terrestrial rulers.   

Turning now to the secondary form of type A, it is possible to refer once more to folio 

183v where an A2 motif appears as a delicate filigree outline both above and below the plaster 

wall�s bisecting, calligraphic band.  Originally occurring as a spare linear design, type A2 

quickly evolved into the more ornate almost lace-like form seen in the Shahnameh folio.  An 

early, graphic example of this motif is also found in the aforementioned A Thief in the 

Bedchamber illustration from Kalila wa Dimna where a similarly narrow, blue line delineates all 

portions of the plaster wall.  In two corners the line is complemented by triangulate designs that 

approach a highly geometricized palmette form.  Navigating the doorway, the tracery�s linear 

quality is enhanced with the addition of matching whorls that flank the tympanum�s concentric 
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apex.  While the illustration from the Kalila wa Dimna album reflects a markedly less 

sophisticated version of the tracery seen in the Shahnameh, such facile paradigms suggest that 

variation was introduced first within the angular sections of the wall where delicate foliate 

designs sprout forth to fill in empty corners and create finials at the edges of doors and windows 

such as in folio 185v Siyavush and Farangis Wed. (Fig. 3)    

Because the correlation between the initial type A pointed arch-palmette design and A2�s 

linear-foliate form may seem vague, it seems prudent to adumbrate the motifs� shared traits.  The 

primary basis for comparison between A and A2 is their architectonic tendency to hug the 

borders of a room.  Both types seem to relate closely to dados, doors or windows appearing as 

the finishing touches to bands of inlaid mosaic or marquetry rather than as individual designs in 

their own right.  Equally important however is the correspondence in overall form.  It can be 

argued that type A2 is in fact simply a lacy openwork variation of A�s standardized system of 

solid illuminated arches.  A clear example of this phenomenon may be seen above the lower 

window of Siyavush�s bedchamber in folio 185v (Fig.3) where an almost perfect palmette is 

formed by linking the delicate, vinous forms of three separate leaves.  Here, instead of an arch or 

palmette enclosing a tri-part vegetal, the tri-part vegetal has itself become the window�s arch.  At 

the outer corners of the window and the angles of window and wall, the vegetal treatment is 

stylized once more to approach the form of pointed finials and tiny foliate arches.  

It seems likely that it was the extension of these initially delineating patterns into the 

greater space of the wall was the impetus for the type A2 motif to evolve into arabesque 

medallions distinct and discontiguous from the room�s border.  This phenomenon is clearly 

evinced in folio 84v Sindukht Comes to Sam Bearing Gifts. (Fig. 4)  Acquiring an almost organic 

feeling, the tracery pulses rhythmically about the room�s frame, symmetrical chunks of 

arabesque pulling away from doorframe and dado in mitotic exuberance, eager to join their 

forbearers in the transcendental bliss created by their release from the wave of filigreed border.  

The result of this �movement away from structural constraints toward independent 

compositions� is the formation of the tertiary style of the motif, A3.
 21

  Readily apparent in the 

lower portion of plastered wall in the main room and above the door to the right in folio 183v 

(Fig.1), the delicate foliates that enhanced type A2�s simple linearity ultimately developed into 

�medallions and arabesques� that take a �prominent often isolated position on wall surfaces.�
22

  

Noting the presence of �celestial imagery and elaborate vegetal arabesque networks,� Scholar 
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Thomas Lentz proposes that the Timurid versions of such solitary medallions �may signify levels 

of meaning not yet understood.�
23

  Furthermore the scholar avers, in the Timurid context, these 

wall ornaments may be considered the earliest examples of true chinoiserie.  Explaining that 

�after almost two centuries of intermittent East Asian influence a synthesis has been effected that 

equalized and incorporated foreign elements� into the Muslim aesthetic, Lentz notes that within 

the new style �lotus palmettes and blossoms do not predominate as they did in earlier times...but 

are now seamlessly integrated.�  The overall result is an �elegant new decorative genre,� created 

by a �lyrical blend of Chinese floral elements and traditional Islamic split leaf arabesque.�
24

   

Unfortunately the medallions depicted in Safavid manuscripts rarely incorporate the 

rarefied level of cross-cultural synthesis effected at the Eastern courts, instead such images 

conform more closely to the Turkman system of stylized vegetals than Timurid chinoiserie.  One 

of the finer examples of discontiguous wall medallions in Tahmasp�s Shahnameh may be seen in 

the folio 516v Ardashir and the Slave Girl Gulnar. (Fig. 5)  Set against a backdrop of vivid pink 

that conjures up images of Sassanian and Soghdian color washes, three identical arabesque 

medallions ornament expanses on either side of the door and above the lintel.  Consisting of a 

central, dark blue, filigree foliate and an asymmetrical, interior blue cross, the darker pattern is 

accented with white floriate vines that manage to create the impression of parallel ovals without 

connecting at the terminal points.  Mimicked by a painted band of floral arabesque that traces the 

borders of the room, the design�s only nod to chinoiserie is perhaps the rendition of the petals, an 

element that bears a vague resemblance to Chinese plum blossoms.  Overall however, the 

medallions� excessive plasticity suggests that these designs are better viewed as evidence of a 

return to the localized, Islamic aesthetic in the realm of wall decoration. Had the artists wished to 

incorporate Far Eastern motifs into their plaster backdrop they would have found numerous 

sources of inspiration.  Within the context of the same folio an abundance of Sinotic designs 

appear.  Just below, within the confines of a tiled dado is a lush, polychrome khata�i or Chinese 

floral pattern that traces matching expanses of gold and green geometric inlay.  Further down 

distinctly Eastern ducks drift in gilded profusion against the sea of deep blue textile that forms a 

covering for Ardashir and his concubine.  Finally, at the top of the page, sinewy whorls of cloud 

cover conform perfectly to a Far Eastern paradigm.  

An interesting facet of both folio 516v and a number of other illustrations throughout the 

Shahnameh is the fact that the wall décor is depicted as resting directly within a corner of the 
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room.  Focusing on the painted border and tiled dado below, there is a clear junction created 

where the lower walls meet.  While this architectural element should logically translate to the 

plaster space above, in fact the angle is ignored and the entire section is treated as flat space.  

There appears to be two possible explanations for this anomaly.  First, these intersectional 

designs may have existed in verity on the two walls just to either side of the central door or 

window and were moved into a medial position by the illustrators in order to enhance the 

composition�s symmetry.  Were these medallions depicted in their original positions one might 

see the full medallion motif above the lintel yet only two halves of each design bisected at the 

edge of each wall where the interior view is cut off by the overhanging pishtaq.  The second 

possibility is that these illogically placed motifs support Lentz� proposition that some instances 

illustrated wall painting is �representative of an ideal,� perhaps even �blatantly artificial in its 

presentation,� yet representing �real attitudes and ideas about the Timurids� (or Safavids�) 

evolving political and cultural ideology, including their views of the aesthetic process.�
25

    

In the case of the image at hand, Lentz� hypothesis might be particularly relevant.  

Illustrating the cuckolding and deposition of the last Parthian King Ardavan as well as the 

ensuing foundation of the Sasanian Empire by its first Shah, Ardashir, folio 516v has been 

described by more than one scholar as the representation of a parallel experience in the life of 

Shah Tahmasp.
26

  If their estimation is correct it seems perfectly appropriate to ascribe an 

additional layer of significance to the folio.  It is also reasonable to suggest that due to the 

picture�s arguably weightier import, the artists may have chosen, or perhaps been directed, to 

represent the interior in symbolic, celestial or perhaps sacred terms rather than the standard 

pedestrian fare.  Whatever the illustrators� intent, not only is this one of the few scenes that 

offers evidence of motif type A3, it is the only image that includes a painted band of floriate 

arabesque, a design that remains difficult to classify within the proposed system. 
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CHAPTER IV 

 

TYPE B 

 

 

 

 

 The type B decorative motif is the least common design found throughout 

Tahmasp�s Shahnameh.  Appearing in only seven illustrations, type B is best classified under 

Sadiqi Bek�s category islimi or ivy and spiral pattern.  Coined arabesque by nineteenth century 

scholars and referred to in Arabic as tawriq, the renditions of islimi ornamentation in these seven 

images may be further subsected into a tightly knit, stylized, vegetal pattern that will be referred 

to as type B1 and a looser, almost organic version termed B2.   

In each of the seven images in which they appear both ornamental types, B1 and B2, 

conform neatly to Austrian scholar Alois Reigl�s description of arabesque as possessing 

unendliche rapport.  Loosely translated as �infinite correspondence� the linear components of 

such design appear to both multiply and dematerialize �along one or two axis�which 

completely transforms their original vegetal or objective sense and creates new abstract 

decorative values.�
1
  Although some art historians reject the word arabesque citing it as an 

�Orientalist theme corresponding to an outsiders view of an alien art rather than an insiders 

definition of himself,�
2
 others such as scholar Bernard O�Kane cite Sadiqi Bek�s classification 

islimi (sometimes written islami) as tangible proof that contemporaneous Persian Muslims 

utilized an eponymous term to �represent the quintessentially Islamic form of decoration�the 

equivalent of what we call arabesque.�
3
  Noting the chronicler Hvandamir�s fifteenth century use 

of both the terms islimi and hata�i (aka khata�i) or Chinese, in reference to the decoration of 

Herat�s Masjid i-Jami or Friday Mosque, O�Kane suggests that not only is such allegedly 

�Orientalist� terminology perfectly legitimate but in fact the Timurids �may have been the first 

to employ it as a concept.�
4
  

 Evident in four of the seven folios, the type B1 design follows a rigidly homogeneous 

pattern of symmetrical vinous elements superimposed over a more delicate floriate growth.  The 

general form follows very basic chromatic combinations consisting of perhaps only three 

different colors.  A fine example of the principal version of type B can be seen throughout the 

upper level of Zahhak�s palace in folio 28v The Nightmare of Zahhak. (Fig. 6)  Readily apparent 
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are generously sized dark blue foliate spirals overlapping tightly woven, dark, red floriate vines.  

The uniform sinews of arabesque swell out from center points above both of the two doors 

creating controlled havoc across the vast expanse of blue background color.   A similar version 

of this design can be seen on the throne room wall in the lower, foremost portion of folio 10r 

Firdowsi Proves his Talents before Sultan Mahmud. (Fig 7)  In this case large, dark-blue, vinous 

vegetals course over a compact, light or white, floral arabesque against a green background.  

Finally, in the reception room depicted in folio 698v The Envoys of Khosrow Parvis Before 

Caesar,  �deep blue� spirals overlay a pale or white floral arabesque against �intense pink� 

walls.
5
   

The motif�s paradigmatic conformity to arabesque, islimi or tawriq aside, the most 

important stylistic facet of type B1 is its striking similarity to contemporaneous tile-work.  The 

relationship between these examples of illustrated wall décor and the mosaic faience found at the 

Masjid i-Muzaffariya in Tabriz is strong enough to suggest that such interiors may consist of 

tiled rather than painted walls.  As in each of the aforementioned illustrations from the 

Shahnameh manuscript, the mosaics on the Tabrizan Masjid include large-scale, vegetal sinews 

that overlap a more compact floral arabesque composed mainly of small Persianate rosettes.  

While the color combinations used on the mosque are slightly more complex than those depicted 

in the Shahnameh, such variation could be accounted for by the fact that the Masjid was erected 

as a public endowment.  Considering its civic capacity, it seems reasonable to posit that greater 

importance would be placed on the ornament of the municipal Masjid than on the decoration of 

individual rooms in a largely private edifice, palatial or otherwise.    

Erected in Tabriz around 1465 the Masjid i-Muzaffariyah was likely constructed as a 

mausoleum complex for the Qara Quyunlu premier Jahanshah.  Ultimately the mosque became 

�known within Iran as the Turquoise of Islam, Firuzeh-i Islam, because of its extraordinary rich 

and varied faience decoration in which a dark blue predominates.�
6
  Commonly referred to today 

by the ubiquitous appellation of Blue Mosque, the Tabrizan Masjid is described by Golombek 

and Wilber as being liberally enrobed in �light blue, dark blue, white, green, yellow and brown� 

ceramic mosaics.
7
  Aside from the enveloping veil of intricate vegetal arabesque the building�s 

faience ornament includes numerous �floriated forms (such as a tree of life growing from a 

vase), floriated crosses, and on such geometric forms as squares pointed rectangles and 

triangles.�
8
  The majority of this mosaic decoration was created in the traditional manner 
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whereby individually colored tiles were fired at different temporal intervals in order to set their 

specific glaze.  The tiles would then be cut down, filed and fitted upside down into arabesque or 

other patterns.  The assembled design was cemented together with a backing of mortar creating a 

slab of faience that was then affixed to the surface of a wall.  The entire procedure was both time 

and labor intensive, demanding highly skilled artisans with an extremely delicate touch both at 

kiln and cut.     

It is important to note that the mosque at Tabriz was only one of numerous ceramic-

coated, arabesque facades to which both the Safavids and their artisans would have been 

exposed.  As Arthur Pope notes, the Timurids �presided over a veritable Golden Age which saw 

all of the arts (mosaic faience included)�carried to new heights of perfection.�
9
  Other pre-

eminent examples of highly decorated, mosaic covered edifices were Mashhad�s Gawhar Shad 

Mosque, Isfahan�s Harun-i-Vilaya (built by Shah Isma�il) and in Qazvin, the second Safavid 

capital, the no longer extant Chihil Sutun, that boasted interiors rumored to have been painted by 

Shah Tahmasp himself. 
10

  

 Turning to folio 65v Zal before Manuchihr, Sam and Qaran, (Fig. 8) an arresting 

example of the type B2 motif is apparent in the central section of wall immediately posterior to 

Manuchihr�s throne.  Bearing a matching set of what is probably ceramic inlay on either side of 

the dais, the wall�s primary decoration is a sinuous knot of vines that writhes across the backdrop 

in an astonishingly natural, almost freeform version of arabesque.  While an approximate point 

of origin can be discerned, the overall impression is that were one to fold over the page, each 

side would fall just short of creating the mirror image affected in the previous illustrations.  In 

this case rather than being another example of mosaic faience, it is far more likely that the 

ingenuous rendering of islimi on Manuchihr�s wall is simply a hastily and inexpensively created 

mural that was meant to mimic the popular look of ceramic tile.  

A slightly less organic example of the type B2 decorative motif is found in folio 60v, 

Manuchihr Enthroned, (Fig. 9) where the backdrop for Manuchihr�s throne bears an extremely 

simplistic, large-scale version of islimi.  In this instance the somewhat thicker vinous element 

overlays a stylized floral arabesque design of approximately the same dimension.  Welch and 

Dickson describe both elements as executed in �blue� against a �dusty pink� background wash.
11

  

Once again, the vinous pattern depicted in this image may be another fine example of wall 

painting that was meant to approximate the appearance of expensive mosaic tiles. 
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Precedent for such faux tile-work can be found in the wall décor of the still extant 1437-8 

Dar al-Tilavah in Shahrisabz, a funerary complex that was built at the behest of the Timurid 

Ulugh Beg.  Suggesting that either �the tilemakers themselves had left the region� or �that 

insufficient funds were available to revet the mausoleum with actual ceramic tiles,� Lisa 

Golombek proposes that instead �they were simulated in wall painting.�
12

  Citing the existence 

of painted �diaper patterns, here assuming the form of a trellis with plant filler,� as well as an 

�ogee arch�filled with a geometric design based on the twelve pointed star,� and the 

representation of �individual wavy trees,� the scholar promotes the Dar al Tilavah�s interior as 

evidence of a �tile consciousness,� that seems to have been pervasive throughout the Timurid 

landscape.   

While most of the illustrations from the Shahnameh fail to evince the Dar al-Tilavah 

décor�s obvious �allusion to tiles� in which each ancillary geometric and vegetal motif is  

�outlined in a thicker line and thus stand out as if they were tiles,�
13

 at least one image does 

conform perfectly to this ornamental phenomenon.  Just inferior to the animated figures of three 

eavesdropping maids in an upper story window on the right hand side of folio 538r The 

Coronation of Shapur, (Fig. 10) is a languidly executed, almost naive rendition of the star and 

diaper motif seen in the Ulugh Beg complex.  As at Shahrisabz, the pattern seems to be drawn 

freehandedly in a single color against a white or light colored plaster wall.  An interesting 

addendum to this example of wall décor is the existence of similar, yet more accurately executed 

patterns manifest on the dado immediately below the plaster wall, on the base of the dais and 

finally on the floor in the foremost portion of the miniature.   The haphazard execution of the 

design on the wall is most striking when contrasted with its meticulous counterpart in the 

foreground suggesting that if the artist was not depicting a veritable interior that was itself a 

sorry facsimile of contemporary tile-work, then this section of the illustration could only be the 

work of a dilettante.  One might even posit that the creator was a very young prince (perhaps the 

offspring of Tahmasp or even of his brothers Sam or Bahram Mirza) who was eager to contribute 

to the august manuscript and who was allowed this paltry space in which to exercise his 

undeveloped talents.  Considering the fact that the subject of the illustration is the historically 

precocious Shapur one might even posit that the small figure seated on the throne at left is in fact 

a likeness of the same individual who illustrated the section in question.  Any such suggestion 

however remains sheer speculation.  
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While the geometric pattern seen through the upper room in folio 538r is a unique feature 

within the manuscript, the phenomenon of related designs scattered about the illustration�s 

interior is far from anomalous.  In fact most of the miniatures from Tahmasp�s Shahnameh reveal 

an extensive re-iteration of decorative motifs.  Turning back to folio 28v (Fig. 6), a fine example 

of such thematic repetition is clearly evinced by the textile on the ground floor room at left.  

Although somewhat obscured by a triad of courtiers, the carpet�s compact arabesque pattern 

clearly mimics the type B pattern depicted on the walls throughout the upper story.   A near 

duplicate of folio 28v�s floor covering appears in folio 698v and to a lesser extent in folio 10r 

(Fig. 7).  Perhaps more interesting is the carpet in folio 60v, Manuchihr Enthroned (Fig. 9), 

where the pattern on the carpet that lies beneath the royal dais is strikingly similar to the 

extremely organic, type B2, vinous arabesque that writhes unchecked across the midsection of 

wall in folio 65v (Fig. 8).   

The universal application of distinct patterns is not unique to Tahmasp�s Shahnameh, in 

fact the manifold use of related motifs can be found in nearly every Islamic manuscript.   

Evidence of the Kitabkhanats� known stores of design templates combined with the oft manifest 

correspondence between textiles, ceramics, stucco and even lacquer book-bindings reveals that 

most decorative themes were employed indiscriminately, with little regard to the medium.   In 

fact, in light of Sadiqi Bek�s classification it would seem that artisans were stymied more by 

stipulations regarding the execution of a motif than by its vehicle.  In other words, as long as a 

rendition of arabesque conformed reasonably to the static principles of islimi composition, the 

same basic vinous design could be called upon to decorate anything from carpets to catalogues.  

Among the most notable arabesque coated textiles to survive into the modern era are a pair of 

sixteenth century carpets believed to have been created for the Safavid shrine complex in 

Ardabil.
14

  Not only do both weavings exhibit a dizzying array of discontiguous motifs including 

a central shamsa tipped with mandorla like palmettes, an alternating pattern of lozenges and 

medallions, and even a set of mosque lamps, the façade of each rug is liberally enrobed in 

seemingly endless coils of islimi that bear a strong resemblance to the designs of the more rigid 

B1 type.  

While many scholars propose that islimi designs appeared first in the form of even older 

textiles such as Chinese inspired nomadic tent-coverings, others contend that arabesque sprouted 

naturally from the vegetal, stucco ornament that graced the capitals of Byzantine columns.  
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Scholar Dominique Clevenot presents a particularly compelling argument regarding the link 

between woven and solid constructs asserting that �the art of the ceramic mural�is a direct 

extension of brick technique�
15

 and �that bricklayers were inspired partly by the textile arts.�  

Pointing out that the masons� art �is based on procedures which display similarities to those used 

in weaving,� Clevenot goes on to suggest that the ubiquitous Central Asian �brick mausoleums 

could have been permanent replicas of traditional nomadic funerary tents.�   She notes,  

�Just as the weaver progressively brings out the patterns, line by line 

intersecting the warp and the woof at variable rhythms, so the builder constructs 

his mural design row by row, modifying the position of each of the elements.� 16 

The scholar clinches her argument by asserting that the affiliation between the work of medieval 

bricklayers and weavers �is probably at the origin of the Persian name given to the art of 

ornamental brickwork: hazar baf or �thousand weavings.��
17

  While the islimi patterns in 

Tahmasp�s manuscript clearly fail to conform to the geometric, Abbasid masonry referred to by 

Clevenot, there is no reason to assume that such arabesque designs did not follow a similar 

evolutionary pattern; from textile to mosaic and finally to painted versions on walls and paper. 

A final interesting facet of the type B1 and B2 motifs is the fact that the authorship of six 

of the seven images in which such wall décor is depicted is ascribed at least partially to the hand 

of a single artist, Mir Mussavir Mansur.
18

  A contemporary of the native Tabrizan Sultan 

Muhammad and a pupil of the Herat master Bihzad, Musavvir was among the vanguard painters 

who worked on Tahmasp�s manuscript.  Having relocated from his native Badakshan in modern 

Afghanistan to the new Safavid capital in Tabriz, Musavvir was one of the more seasoned artists 

to work in Tahmasp�s kitabkhana.
19

  In such an august position, Musavvir had the opportunity to 

mold the next generation of painters including his own son Mir Sayyid �Ali.  In fact the sources 

refer to Mir Musavvir quite often in the context of his paternal relationship rather than his art.  

The most famous citation regarding the artist is related to the Indian ruler Humayun�s 1544 

invitation for Mir Musavvir to become a member of the Mughal atelier.  The chronicler Qadi 

Ahmad reported that Musavvir�s �son Mir Sayyid �Ali, was more artful than the father� and it 

was the young man �who rushed off to India, leaving his father to follow.�
20

  Other sources note 

that shortly after his son�s exodus Mir Musavvir too traveled to the Mughal court, and having 

formed the basis for a highly respected, new, Persianate atelier both father and son ended their 

days on Indian soil.
21
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One indication of the regard accorded to the work of Mir Musavvir can be gleaned from 

his name.  While the artist�s given name was Mansur and the term Mir can be used either as a 

diminutive of Amir meaning a ruler or chief or to denote one�s status as a Sayyid (descendent 

from the Prophet),
22

 the epithet Musavvir translates literally to �painter� and was in this case 

something of an honorary title bestowed upon one who was deemed pre-eminent in his art.  

Certainly Musavvir�s peer Dust Muhammad thought highly of the elder artist�s handiwork for in 

his prefatory remarks to the Bahram Mirza album he describes the master as �the Sayyid of the 

immaculate brush, the unique among the nations,�
23

 and a �master jeweler�a star of lapis 

lazuli� whose brushwork is flawless.�
24

   Perhaps the finest compliment paid to the 

distinguished artist is an anecdote asserting Mani, that the quasi-mythological founder and 

premiere of the painted arts, �in disgust and dismay, threw his brush away�and artlessly drew 

himself away,� when he saw the work of Mir Musavvir.
25

 

Rather more specific is the praise of modern scholar Stuart Welch who describes 

Musavvir�s work as �gentlest and least assertive� of the Shahnameh�s lead artists.  Noting the 

painter�s particularly lyrical arabesques, and �oddly personal colors-off greens, salmonish pinks 

and almost turquoises,� Welch asserts; �Mir Musavvir had a particular flair for transmuting 

everyday things into more rapturously pleasing arrangements of color and form.�
26

  This unique 

decorative inclination may have been the reason that Musavvir was regularly chosen to create 

murals at the royal palaces.  Among the master�s known interior projects were the �wall 

paintings for Prince Sam Mirza�s palace in Tabriz,�
27

 which were executed with fellow artist 

Aqa Mirak and frescoed portions of a jamkhana, a mirrored room, created with the aid of both 

Aqa and Jalal al-Din Mirak.
28

  The latter interior must have been particularly impressive being 

described by artist and chronicler Dust Muhammad as a �mirror showing the world,� and �a 

heaven ornamented with stars and a place colorful with the reflections of people,� where �the 

mirrors have broken the beauty and power of the blue green firmament.�
29

 

Salutary statements regarding Musavvir�s abilities aside, the important derivative to be 

gleaned from the evidence that artist worked on palatial interiors is that he would have enjoyed a 

unique level of exposure to the decorative schemes of at least a few of the royal residences.  

Musavvir�s personal knowledge of the veritable imperial interiors may well have played a 

leading role in his depiction of the Shahnameh�s illustrated interiors.  Even if, as scholars Welch 

and Dickson aver, �certain types of passages such as arabesque ornament or carpets, thrones or 
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tents were occasionally given to specialists for completion,�
30

 Musavvir would still have acted as 

the director of the image, stipulating anything from style basics to color combinations.  In the 

case of the type B motif however the scenario of outsourced decoration seems particularly 

unlikely considering that such specialty work generally drew upon the talents of illuminators 

who were used to create gilded flourishes; an ornamental aspect that is largely absent from each 

of the seven examples.  A more credible direction for speculation regards the assistance of 

Painter B, an artist who is believed to have worked on at least three of the type B images.  

Stating that �illumination is one of B�s forte�s� and that �his gold and silver work are second to 

none,� Welch and Dickson reinforce the proposition that the less experienced artist may have 

acted as executor of at least a few examples of type B wall décor depicted in the Shahnameh.  

Particularly compelling is their statement that Painter B�s �arabesques though conventional are 

uniformly excellent.�
31

   

Whether the creator of the type B1 and B2 motifs was Mir Musavvir, his apprentice 

Painter B or an as yet unidentified third party specialist remains debatable.  Better substantiated 

is the postulation that the four examples of type B1 wall décor depict tiled rather than painted 

walls.  The static, tightly woven version of islimi that defines the B1 motif is stylized to a degree 

that is unprecedented throughout the manuscript�s other images of wall décor.   In opposition to 

the rigidity of B1, the type B2 motif is executed loosely enough to suggest that such designs 

represent painted facsimiles of popular yet expensive ceramic interiors.   
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CHAPTER V 

 

TYPE C 

 

 

 

 

 Occurring in only fifteen images, the type C decorative motif is another of the 

Shahnameh�s less frequently illustrated styles.  Among the more difficult categories to classify, 

the vegetal and floriate designs that compose type C could effectively be combined with those of 

type D to create a much larger group.  While the foliate forms of both C and D are far more 

lifelike than those subsumed by either the islimi modeling of type B or the strict geometrics of 

type A3, when compared with each other the type C motif clearly exhibits a much higher level of 

stylization than the strikingly realistic designs of the D type.  One of the most interesting facets 

of type C is that generally speaking, the motif�s excessive plasticity rarely emerges from the 

figure of each individual plant but is instead manifest via the design�s overall format, ultimately 

materializing through a two pronged strategy of static formality and unforgiving symmetry.  

Type C can itself be sub-sected into three more specific groups; C1 a simple vegetal or floral 

form, C2 a floral or vegetal form in a vase and C3 a floral or vegetal form with or without a vase 

that includes facile renditions of flying creatures, either birds or insects. 

 Referring once again to folio 10r (Fig. 7) a reasonably complex version of the initial type 

C1 motif can be seen through the second floor window on the far left hand side of the 

illustration.  Just posterior to a quintet of female attendants is a chamber wall coated with a wash 

of pale blue color.   An arresting focal point is created by a central medallion of the type A3 

variety that offers lacy leaf-like contours executed in dark blue and outlined with a white floral 

border: just below a related design traces the crest of the dado.  The portion of this image that is 

ascribed type C classification is the perfectly symmetrical floral vine that seems to course up 

from a set of two points that are obscured by the handmaids and perhaps from a third point at 

bottom center.  Although this motif follows a clear vinous pattern along the lines of islimi or 

arabesque, unlike the type B examples there is no evidence of a separate overlapping leaf design.  

While leaves are clear facet of the design program they are attached in a relatively realistic 

fashion to the vine itself, and fail to evince the superior level of stylization evident in the vegetal 

element that comprises both the type A3 medallion motif and the type B2, foliate, arabesque 
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overlay seen in the central chamber below.  Furthermore, far from being an overarching motif 

that extends its tendrils exponentially to coat the entire surface of the wall, the vegetal forms 

illustrated both here and in all other examples of type C, act either as elements that are ancillary 

to other motifs or as individual details that occupy distinct sections of a wall.   

 A simpler version of this motif is evident in folio 201r Piran and Kay Kavus Before 

Afrasiyab. (Fig. 11)  Executed against a base color of �rose-violet� a pair of floriated vines 

sprout, in perfect concert, from what appears to be matching clumps of earth.
 1
  The design, 

which is clearly the product of one of the kitabkhana�s pattern books, is so flawlessly mirrored 

on either side of the wall that it might even be the result of a stencil or a pounce.  Pouncing, a 

technique commonly used by lower level artists or apprentices, consisted of tracing a previously 

produced design �onto a piece of transparent gazelle skin� and poking tiny holes along the 

figure�s outline to form a pointillist stencil.  The completed pounce was then positioned over a 

�picture in progress� and finely ground charcoal was forced through the holes creating �a rough 

outline� that would be �reinforced with brush and black ink.�
2
  While a pounce may have been 

used to create the manuscript version of this motif, it is unlikely that such a method would have 

been used on a vertical surface such as a wall.  If in fact these images represent actual interior 

decoration, the large-scale mural versions were probably executed freehandedly by an expert 

painter, or more likely, with the aid of a stencil.  In some cases the design may not even have 

been painted on the walls but, as with a number of the type B images, may instead represent 

accomplished examples of mosaic faience.  

The important point to recognize regarding these and all other examples of the C type is 

that in every case such motifs boast excessive plasticity and an overwhelming sense of balance.  

Far from being anomalous within the tenets of Islamic art, such rarefied stylization approaches 

the decorative ideal laid out by theologians.  Although the Quran itself contains no express 

prohibition against the pictorial arts, religious scholars have long referenced a vaguely worded 

verse; (Qur. V. 92) �O believers, wine and games of chance and statues and (divining) arrows are 

an abomination of Satan�s handiwork; then avoid it!�  This ambiguous interdict is often bolstered 

by references from the hadiths, literally the �traditions� or �sayings� of the prophet.  One 

particular hadith avers, �Angels will not enter into a house where there is a dog nor into one 

where there is an image.�
3
  Yet another states, �on the Day of Judgment the punishment of hell 
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will be meted out to the painter, and he will be called upon to breathe life into the forms that he 

has fashioned; but he cannot breathe life into anything.�
4
  

Conforming to this popular proscription of representational art the idealized floral forms 

and perfectly proportioned compositions of the C type could never be confused with veritable 

plant-life.  Although the designs of this category reference the natural world, approaching a level 

of representation that surpasses both simple geometrics and islimi, their value is clearly meant as 

either decorative or symbolic.  The unyielding plasticity of the type C images suggests that the 

executor, far from �usurping the creative function of� God, was attempting to construct chiefly 

conceptual forms.
5
   The extent to which such images might have entertained multiple levels of 

meaning remains fiercely contested.  While many scholars suggest that these stylized florals and 

�tree-of-life� patterns �are so conventionalized and ubiquitous that any symbolic intent may be 

questioned,�
6
 still others aver that the lack of concrete knowledge regarding the cultural context 

from which such symbolism may have developed renders further speculation moot.
7
   Both of 

these stances become difficult to defend when faced with the type C2 motif. 

Designated by the additional element of a vase or ewer, like the other patterns of the C 

variety the C2 designs clearly operate on one level as purely ornamental constructs.   Arguably 

however, such motifs also entertain imagery that scholar Arthur Pope points out can be traced 

back to �Sumerian seals, Achaemenid columns and�Sasanian carvings.�
8
  Describing the 

design�s basic incarnation as a �cosmological tree of many seeds issuing from the vase of the 

waters of life,� Pope avers that such symbolism is �particularly universal.�  The scholar goes on 

to note that after the Muslim conquest, this ancient symbolism often �reappeared as angle 

columns on the dado courses of the courts or portals of most mosques,� and consisted of �the 

vase, the shaft decorated with foliage and a stalactite capital representing floriation.�
 9

  Similar to 

the Gothic décor of Western European cathedrals, in certain instances such imagery could extend 

far beyond the column, utilizing the ceiling and its frequently intricate layer of decorative stucco 

work known as muqarnas to act as the foliate body of the tree.  While noting each culture�s 

divergent views regarding iconographic representation, Pope clarifies the similarity between 

Gothic and Muslim imagery asserting, �each imbued his revelations with high aesthetic 

principles that transcended both kinds of literalism; each was able to emerge into the realm of 

pure spirit.�
10

  Complementing Pope�s Orientalist interpretation of the �tree of life motif� a 

specifically Muslim exegesis of both the type C motif and all other forms of floriate and foliate 
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décor associates scenes of this nature with religious salvation in the after-life.  Tracing the linked 

motifs of water and vegetation back to �the sixth �century BC garden pavilion of Cyrus the Great 

at Pasargadae� scholar Eleanor Sims describes all such imagery as �a metaphor for the Garden of 

Paradise, which the prophet Muhammad had visited in his Mi�raj, (night journey) and in which 

every devout Muslim hopes to awaken after death.�
11

   Although the element of water is not 

overtly illustrated in any of the type C examples, its existence is indirectly implied both by the 

vase form and by the lushness of the foliate arrangements that froth forth from the vessels� 

mouths.  Sims notes that while water is an integral component of life everywhere, in Arab and 

Iranian lands, �geographical zones that are naturally arid or scorchingly hot - or both,� it would 

have been a particularly valuable commodity.
12

  While agreeing that the water bearing capacity 

of vases and ewers promotes obvious  �allusions to the rivers of paradise,� scholar Lisa 

Golombek suggests that such images may connote even more esoteric layers of meaning.  

Golombek proposes that there is an immediate link between the vase form and allegorical Sufi 

rhetoric that describes �the human being� as a vessel that can allow �himself to become filled 

with the spirit of the Divine.�
13

    

Referring once more to folio 65v Zal before Manuchihr, Sam and Qaran, (Fig. 8) the C2 

motif is readily apparent via the top floor windows at either side of the central chamber.  

Although the image on the left hand side of the pishtaq is somewhat obscured by the figures of 

three women, two of whom sport rather elaborate headgear, the vase and floral vine motifs 

appear to be mirror images of one another.  Suspiciously similar to the likely examples of mosaic 

faience that form matching insets breaking up the riotous whorls of B2 type islimi that coat the 

central portion of wall in the throne room below, in this instance, the C2 vase and floral motif 

seen through the palace�s upper windows may be another example of a tiled rather than painted 

design.  In this instance however, rather than evincing an intricate construction of filed and fitted 

multicolor arabesque, the arrangements are more likely bi-chromatic approximations of blue and 

white Ming porcelain. 

An interior that may more easily be ascribed painted status is folio 39v, Faridun�s Envoy 

to Sarv: The First Interview (Fig. 12).  The anterior wall, which is described by Welch and 

Dickson as �white with blue flowers,� is meant to represent the décor of a reception or throne 

room at the palace of Sarv who is a �King of Yaman (Yemen) in Arabia.�
14

  The fine example of 

the C2 variety depicted here recommends itself not only as a painted image but also as having 
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been executed without the aid of a stencil.  While the pair of vases is obviously meant as a 

matching set, close examination reveals that the arrangement on the right hand side is slightly 

larger overall.  This aberration is particularly apparent at the widest portion of the bouquet and at 

its base where the composition seems denser, augmented with a greater number of fronds than 

the image at left.  Perhaps as a result of this trivial disparity in size, each arrangement appears to 

engage a slightly different plane.  While the right hand bouquet seems almost perfectly balanced, 

the left slants almost imperceptibly toward the outer wall.  Taking into account the precise 

execution of most of the Shahnameh�s other miniature scenes and recognizing the artists� access 

to design templates, the best explanation for the compositional inconsistencies evident in this 

illustration is that they are representative of a substantially existing interior mural that was 

created without the aid of a pattern.   

Other than its capacity to implicate the image as a veritable reproduction of a 

contemporary palace interior, the fact that the pair of flower filled vases are not perfect 

facsimiles of one another is relatively unimportant to the to the composition�s overall import.  

More significant is the possibility that here, as well as in all other examples of the C type, one of 

the key aspects of the design is its symmetry.  In addition to the previously discussed symbolism 

of �tree of life� and vase motifs, the most important facet of type C is its apparent conformity 

some indeterminate standard of harmonious proportions and balance.  In each of the C1 images 

the floriate motifs occur in pairs.   Even when the C2 type image is encountered the overall 

conception remains static; one or two vases is accented by a matching set of floral elements that 

can either sprout from or flank a vessel.   The C3 variety of this motif is no exception.  

Complementing the original floriate theme with images of birds and insects rather than vases, the 

illustrations of the final subsection also convey an overarching sense of balance.  One 

explanation for the unmitigated symmetry inherent to these designs is that the images were 

meant to conform to a mysterious set of precepts dictated by the �Harmony of the Spheres.�
15

  A 

possible correlate to the ancient Greek principle of the �Golden Mean,� the �Harmony of the 

Spheres� reflects an esoteric system of balance and proportion that scholar Cristoph Burgel 

suggests was an important facet of nearly every medieval Muslim discipline from calligraphy to 

music and painting to poetics.  Unfortunately, so little is known about the principles laid out by 

this hermeneutical, aesthetic philosophy that any proposition regarding its use as a compositional 

tenet of the type C motif can hardly be substantiated.       
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Excellent examples of the final, design type C3 can be seen both in folio 28v, The 

Nightmare of Zahhak (Fig. 6) and in the previously mentioned folio 65v, Zal before Manuchihr, 

Sam and Qaran, (Fig. 8).  In the former image, the C3 motif forms a decorative backdrop for the 

lower ground floor portion of the evil King Zahhak�s palace; Dickson and Welch describe the 

room�s walls as �grayish salmon with deep blue and white flowers, clouds and insects.�
16

  Most 

notable is the identical execution of each floral clump as well as the comparable position and 

modeling of all four butterflies and the odd numbered array of Chinese inspired cloud forms that 

fall under Sadiqi Bek�s design category abr.  The latter illustration, folio 65v, is particularly 

interesting in that it seems to be yet another example of tiled rather than painted interior 

decoration.  Strikingly dissimilar to the other examples of the type C motif, the design in the 

topmost portion of the wall of Manuchihr�s palace is described by Welch and Dickson as �white 

with polychrome flowering vines and bird.�  The relative naturalism, extensive use of color and 

even stylistic similarity to saz design, suggest that rather than being a painted mural this section 

may in fact illustrate an early example of the haft rangi or �seven color� tile method.    

Referring once again to the decoration of the Tabrizan Masjid i-Muzaffariyah briefly 

discussed in chapter three, scholars Golombek and Wilber note the meager use of haft rangi tiles 

�employed at the corner angles of the entrance portal,� of the mosque.
17

  A relatively recent 

development in the production of mosaic faience, the haft rangi technique �consisted of painting 

polychromatic designs on tiles which were fired a second time.�
18

  The resulting enamel was less 

far less vivid than its monochromatic counterparts.  At the same time however, �seven color� tiles 

were more cheaply and easily produced since individual slabs of ceramic no longer had to be cut 

and fitted together in order to create multicolor arabesque designs.   

The existence of haft rangi tiles at the 1465 Tabrizan Masjid offers a clear indication that 

polychrome enamel designs had already been embraced by the local artistic community.  The 

similarity of the decorative treatment in the top portion of wall in folio 65v to later saz design 

only bolsters the argument that the image is illustrative of tiled rather than painted décor.  

Eponymous for the reed pen with which it was produced, the saz motif depicts Chinese inspired, 

�composite flowers (that) are set on delicate scrolls with long jagged leaves.�
19

  The 

development of the saz style is popularly attributed to the efforts of Persian artisans who were 

impressed into service in the royal atelier of the Ottoman capital during the first part of the 

sixteenth century.
20

  By the second half of the sixteenth century this fanciful floral design 
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became a favorite subject of artists from the Iznik atelier in Northwestern Turkey, a region that 

was ultimately associated with the pinnacle of polychrome faience production throughout the 

Islamic world.  Archetypical Iznik-ware evinced a vibrant combination of blue, green, black, red 

and sometimes purple glazes, all of which were fired together on a single piece of faience, 

perhaps a tile or a bowl.   

 It is important to note that while the work of the Iznik studios may be seen as the 

culmination of all previous attempts at polychromatic ceramic production such as haft rangi, 

seminal versions of saz design had long been illustrated in the workshops of Turkman Tabriz and 

Timurid Herat.
 21

  Taking the history of the saz motif into account, it seems logical to postulate 

that if similar composite floral designs were commonly used on the advanced ceramic wares at 

Iznik, the motif is likely to have been equally popular in earlier attempts at polychromatic 

faience-work such as the �seven color� method.  Therefore, the fact that the floral arabesque in 

the uppermost portion of folio 65v clearly presages saz designs may be viewed as yet another 

indication that the decorative medium is ceramic tile rather than paint. 

As interesting as its medium is the symbolism inherent to motif type C3.  The delimiting 

factor in these designs is the inclusion of winged creatures, either butterflies or birds.  Perhaps 

the best explanation for the presence of such animate motifs is that they are meant to represent 

the soul�s ascension to a state of grace.  Although the butterflies in folio 28v are dispersed evenly 

throughout the composition, their quantity, four, belongs to a small group of idealized numbers 

in mystical Muslim philosophy.  Additionally, the birds depicted in both folio 65v and folio 24v, 

The Court of Jamshid, (Fig. 13) are invariably represented at the composition�s visual zenith.  In 

the latter image a small songbird rests atop the peak of a C2 type floral arrangement while in the 

former a longer tailed, hook-billed specimen, perhaps a member of the parrot family, perches at 

the apex of the central, pointed-arch inset.  Oddly, although each image seems representative of a 

different species both avians are oriented in the same direction, to the left.  One perfectly 

serviceable explanation for the compositional similarities affected in the two folios is that each 

was executed by the same artistic hand, that of the Tabrizan master Sultan Muhammad.  Noting 

however that Muhammad�s specialty lay in his ability to create �wit and subtle humor� through 

masterfully orchestrated �interactions between figures in a scene,� it seem unlikely that he would 

have taken much interest in illustrating the ostensibly decorative formulas realized by type C3.  

In fact, considering Welch and Dickson�s suggestion that in the case of both folios Muhammad 
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was aided by one or more apprentices, it seems logical to assume that these portions of the 

illustration were farmed out to lower level artists.   

Whether such images are the handiwork of Sultan Muhammad or his aides, the static 

position of the birds, their matching orientation and the fact that creative composition was rarely 

encouraged, combine to suggest that both illustrations conform to some obscure iconographic 

program.  If the avian images represented in these miniatures are not directly meant to symbolize 

the religious ideal of tawhid (literally unity with god), they may refer to a well known, �mystical 

poem recounting the search for spiritual annihilation and union with the ineffable one.�
22

  

Written by the twelfth century, Sufi, poet Farid al-Din �Attar, the religious epic Mantiq al-Tayr 

or �The language of Birds,� follows the journey of thirty different species of birds in their search 

for a leader.  Although a great hoopoe acts as an interim director of the flock it is the figure of 

the �simurgh, meaning �Thirty Birds,� in whom�the birds come to recognize themselves and, in 

that recognition, understand that they are one with the divine.�
23

   Listing fewer than half of the 

twenty two species of birds referred to in �Attar�s original text, scholar Eleanor Sims notes the 

presence of; �the finch, the goldfinch, and the nightingale; the partridge, the pheasant, and a 

pigeon; a duck and an owl, a hawk, and a falcon.�
24

  Although the scholar fails to mention a 

parrot in the literary portion of the work, she notes that illustrated versions include the depiction 

of �an Indian parakeet,� an image that could easily stand in for the avian silhouette in folio 65v.  

Certainly the species depicted in folio 24v could represent a finch, a goldfinch, or even a 

nightingale.  

Although it is difficult to be sure of the precise iconography that was intended to be 

associated with the images from motif type C, it seems reasonable to posit that such designs do 

contain multiple levels of meaning.  The plasticity, and balance of all of the C patterns coupled 

with the overt religious imagery of vessels in type C2 and flying creatures in type C3 suggests 

that these portions of the Shahnameh�s illustration were borne from the hermeneutical 

philosophies of medieval Sufism.
25

   On a more concrete level both the style and the color of a 

few of the type C designs recommends them as tiled rather than painted decorations.      
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CHAPTER VI 

 

TYPE D 

 

 

 

 

 Appearing in only ten of the fifty-one relevant images, type D is the second least 

commonly manifested motif from the Shahnameh manuscript.  Somewhat difficult to 

disassociate from the closely related vegetal designs of the C type, the images of the D category 

are defined by their surprising naturalism.  Striking in light of Islam�s proscription of 

representative imagery, the type D images seem realistic enough that a trained botanist might 

recognize individual species of trees and plants.  Termed paysage in French and pastoral or even 

genre scenes in English, the landscape murals depicted in Tahmasp�s manuscript appear to be 

closely related to a group of wall paintings with rural settings discovered in both Seljuk and 

Timurid mausoleums.
1
  Due to both the contested dating and lack of published images regarding 

the Seljuk funerary frescoes, the following discussion will focus solely on the later Timurid 

murals.  Located in Samarqand, Herat and to a lesser extent Shahrisabz, the architectural 

equivalents of the type D images are somewhat more complex than their miniature counterparts. 

In their illustrated incarnation the paysage themes that delineate the D motif can be sub-sected 

into only two types; D1, realistic vegetals and D2, realistic vegetals with birds perched in them. 

 Referring back to folio 10r, Firdowsi Proves his Talents before Sultan Mahmud, (Fig. 7), 

motif D1 can be appreciated via both of the ground floor windows that flank the central chamber 

as well as through the full view of the second floor window at left and the sliver view at right.  

This latter image is slight enough that other than to assume it acts as a complement to the wall at 

left, it can be ignored.  Unfortunately each of the three main interior scenes are slightly obscured 

by a set of occupants, men on the ground floor and women in the room above left.  Figural 

components notwithstanding, a careful inspection of each wall reveals a program of decorative 

plant life that is depicted in a natural, lifelike fashion.  The D1 type images in folio 10r are 

particularly valuable because they allow the viewer the opportunity to compare types C and D at 

close range.  As noted in chapter five, an example of the type C1 motif is seen through the far 

left hand top floor window where a perfectly symmetrical floriate vine tracks a balanced course 

around a type A3 medallion.  In contrast, the type D image just to the right evinces loose wavy 
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ferns that spring from realistic clumps of earth.  Similarly, in each of the ground floor examples a 

set of images that at first appear to be matching floral bush forms at closer examination reveal 

distinct physical disparities. The three branches of the plant at right articulate close to the base 

while those of the plant at left are staggered, one limb attaching noticeably farther up the trunk 

and bifurcating quickly along its length.  Distinct variation can also be seen in the depiction of 

each shrub�s growth at the ground line as well as in the flower stalks that course up between each 

set of conversing figures.  Unlike the vase and floral motif seen in folio 39v (Fig. 12), the 

stylistic disparity in these images is strong enough to recommend artistic intent rather than 

freehanded error.  The final notable component of the type D1 imagery seen in folio 10r is the 

wall�s blue background wash and use of both dark blue and white to execute the designs� floral 

and vegetal elements.  Considering that the vast majority of the Shahnameh�s walls evince 

frescoes that follow the popular chromatic pattern of Ming porcelain, blue on white, this and all 

other images that include ground washes or polychromatic schemes recommend themselves 

either as descendents of the monumental Sassanian paintings or as tiled or faux-tiled interiors.   

Another D1 type illustration that includes the use of a background color is folio 658v, 

The Great Sage Questions Hormozd before Nushirvan. (Fig. 14)  Readily apparent as the 

backdrop to a reception room in Nushirvan�s palace at Gurgan, the intensely natural trees and 

plant-life are situated in a realistic fashion on a single horizontal plane suggested by the tiled 

dado.  Dickson and Welch describe the interior wall as �pale emerald, adorned with blue trees 

and flowers.�  In particular this image seems to relate to veritable wall paintings that ornament 

the Saray Mulk Khanum and Shah-i Zinda complexes in Samarqand and the madrasa complex of 

Tuman Aqa outside Herat.  Ably researched by scholar Lisa Golombek, the paysage designs that 

decorate the interiors of these late fourteenth early fifteenth century edifices are likely direct 

antecedents to the Shahnameh images.  In fact, certain elements from the Safavid illustrations 

have precise replicas in the wall paintings at these Timurid complexes.  A fine example is the 

fernlike plants that sprout fourth from both sides of the wall and just left of the anterior window 

in folio 658v.  These vegetative limbs appear to be near facsimiles of the wavy fronds depicted 

on the walls of the mausoleum of one of Timur�s wives, Saray Mulk Khanum.  Referencing the 

mausoleum�s decor Golombek describes a series of painted plaster panels with paysage designs 

where �the branches of the trees wave realistically�surrounded by ferns and bushes.�  

Interestingly, these fern-like shrubs comprise not only the most common element of all the 
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Shahnameh�s D type images they are an equally prevalent component of the décor in all five of 

the noted Timurid funerary monuments.  Stylistically similar to the plant motif seen on a bowl of 

indeterminate age found in the Miyadin region of Syria, such fern imagery may carry precise 

Zoroastrian connotations.
2
  Suggesting that the closest natural corollary to this fern-like style of 

plant is either the acacia or a species of crepe myrtle, scholar Fay Frick notes that in pre-Islamic 

times the myrtle was �sacred to the Persians and used in Magian rites.�
3
  Specifically the �stems 

and leaves� of the plant were �pounded in a mortar and mixed with �sacred fluids�� to create a 

drink called haoma.
4
  The term haoma in turn, comes from White Haoma, the name of the 

celestial version of the gaokerna or ox horn, a tree that is �one of the chief plants of the 

(Zoroastrian) creation story.�   Said to flourish �in a sea where all the waters of creation 

converge,� the White Haoma �renovated the universe and to eat of it makes one immortal.�
5
  

Frick also points out that not only do the �literary� and �artistic� sources correspond on the 

�form of the tree,� but the �ritualistic manuals� used to describe the species for collection even 

note that the plant has �hanging branches characteristic of the acacia.�
6
 

Focusing again on the mausoleum of Saray Mulk Khanum, Golombek also notes that 

�two of the trees have a wispy look and are bent into an S shaped curve,� in a fashion similar to 

the tree at the right of the anterior window in folio 658v.
7
  Yet more examples of �S-shaped� or 

simply �wavy� tree forms identical to those from the Shahnameh illustrations are found in 

abundance on the walls of both the Samarqand and the Kuhsan mausoleums of the Jalayirid wife 

of Timur, Tuman Aqa.  In the latter funerary chamber, located just outside Herat, Golombek 

notes the presence of numerous panels containing the painted images of three basic tree types, �a 

wispy tamarisk (?), a wavy fruit bearing tree, and the cypress.�
8
  While neither the unmistakable 

linear thrust of the cypress plant nor the sparse, feathery needles of the Salt Cedar (Tamarisk) 

seem to appear in any of the Shahnameh�s interior images, type D does evince multiple 

depictions of �wavy fruit trees.�
 9
  These curvilinear dendrites common to both manuscript and 

mausoleum most likely represent the Chenar or Oriental Plane Tree, a flower and fruit-bearing 

species long disseminated across much of the Asian continent.
10

   

   A particularly interesting facet of Golombek�s study is her association of the funerary 

frescoes with a group of miniatures from a late fourteenth century manuscript known as the 

Bihbehan anthology.  Encompassing yet another rendition of Nizami�s Khamsa, the Bihbehan 

volume contains only twelve illustrations to accompany its 642 pages.  Even stranger than the 
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relative paucity of miniature paintings is the fact that none of the twelve images include figural 

representations of the relevant characters.  Instead the manuscript�s miniatures �feature detailed 

landscapes, filled with mountains, rivers, lakes and various forms of vegetation and birds.�
11

  

Regarding this artistic phenomenon, scholar Mehmet Aga-Oglu has suggested that the images 

are representative of a version of the pre-Islamic �Mazdaean creation-myth.�
12

  Aga-Oglu 

formulates a convincing argument by outlining the similarity between the Bihbehan album�s 

miniatures and portions of the �text describing the creation of the oceans and rivers, the 

mountains, and their covering of green and growing flora.�
13

  Noting that the �cypress tree and 

the date palm,� were particularly important in Zoroastrian iconography, the scholar points 

specifically to the Bihbehan�s multiple depictions of these particular species in order to reinforce 

his hypothesis. Researcher Eleanor Sims buttresses Aga-Oglu�s work, proposing that the 

manuscript was �produced for the open market in Shiraz, the center of the ancient Persian 

heartland, Fars� an area that �remained an important Zoroastrian center throughout the Islamic 

period.�
14

  Further evidence supporting a Shiraz provenance for the distinctly natural vegetals 

found in both the Bihbehan album and the walls of Timurid crypts may be gleaned from a group 

of sixteenth century manuscripts that have already been reliably attributed to the region�s 

ateliers.  Among these folios, depicting scenes from �Layla and Majnun� and �Yusuf and 

Zulayka� as well as another copy of the �Shahnameh,� are a number of illustrations including 

interiors decorated with naturalistic vegetal paintings that could be categorized neatly under the 

type D motif.
15

  Unfortunately, while both the Bihbehan album and the Timurid murals include 

trees that could be conceived as date palms and cypresses, the images from both the Shiraz and 

the Safavid albums offer only the aforementioned ferns and perhaps Chenar trees.   Therefore, 

even if the Shahnameh�s type D illustrations were originally based on the Zoroastrian 

iconography of the Bihbehan album, it appears that over time such heretical imagery was 

subjugated to conform to standardized allusions to the Quranic heavenly paradise.
16

 

Considering the scarcity of the D type illustrations it seems prudent to question their 

immediate artistic provenance.  In this case unfortunately authorship is ascribed to multiple 

painters, none of which could be considered a primary executor of the overall style.  Welch and 

Dickson suggest that Mir Mussavir worked on at least four of the images, alone in the context of 

folio 10r and with the aid of the apprentice painters A and B on the remaining three.  Folio 658v 

is also ascribed solo authorship; in this case that of the elder artisan Dust Muhammad.  Two 
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more folio�s 71v and 85v were created entirely by assistants; D, A and B in the former case and 

A and C in the latter.  Finally, the production of three more images was effected by these same 

novices under the supervision of the Tabriz master Sultan Muhammad.  From this farrago of 

artistic influences only one curiosity is apparent: both instances of the type D2 images were 

created by the team of Sultan Muhammad and painter A.  While this phenomenon might easily 

be ascribed to shared personal aesthetics (perhaps Muhammad and his apprentice simply enjoyed 

including birds in their work) it seems equally possible that the avian images of the D2 variety 

were rendered as an ode to shared spiritual beliefs.  Although too little is known of painter A to 

determine his religious inclinations, Sultan Muhammad was by all accounts a reasonably ardent 

Sufi.  Therefore, much like the images of motif type C3 there is a very good possibility that the 

iconographic program depicted in the type D2 designs relates to Attar�s mystical epic Mantiq al-

Tayr, �The Language of Birds.� 

 In marked contrast to the static avian imagery of the C3 motif, the type D2 birds can be 

astonishingly lifelike, entertaining multiple orientations and contorting their compact masses into 

a variety of creative positions.  The finest example of the D2 motif is found in folio 50v, 

Manuchihr at the Court of Faridun. (Fig. 15)  Here the backdrop to Faridun�s throne room 

consists of the ubiquitous tiled dado capped with a painted plaster profusion of fern-like leaves 

and birds.  Similar to the murals at the mausoleum of Saray Mulk Khanum in Samarqand, the 

natural vegetal elements �wave realistically� yet sprout forth from a fantastic landscape of 

multiple horizon points.
17

  Animatedly perched within the rippling fronds of vegetation are 

thirteen birds that seem to be members of the same species.  Noticeably different from the hook-

billed parrot silhouette of folio 65v (Fig. 8) and the short-tailed songbird depicted in folio 24v 

(Fig. 13), the avian images from folio 50v closely resemble a group of four birds painted on the 

wall of another Samarqand Mausoleum, the Shah-i Zinda.
18

  Built by the sister of Timur, Shirin 

Bika Aqa, the paintings at the Shah-i Zinda complex are executed in red and blue against a white 

plaster backdrop and include the depictions of �magpies perched in trees� and streams all of 

which are situated within the painted outlines of rectilinear panels and ogee shaped arches.
19

   

Although none of the Shahnameh images include the overtly paradisial element of water, the 

prevalent use of ferns, a plant commonly found in damp climates, may well be symbolic of 

divine bounty.  The fact that in each instance such fern-like plants are depicted with sinuous 

curves, waving fluidly a gentle breeze, only serves to bolster the apparent symbolism. 
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 Whether the D type Shahnameh illustrations were meant to be associated with 

Zoroastrian creation, Islamic Elysium, or even Sufi spiritualism, there can be little doubt that 

they are related to both Timurid Mausoleum paintings and to contemporary Shiraz manuscript 

painting.  The component that sets these images apart from others in the Shahnameh is their 

striking naturalism.  At the same time, the realism inherent to type D allies such images closely 

with the final motif, type E, a sister style that will be examined in the following chapter.   

Finally, in the vein of so many other illustrations from Tahmasp�s manuscript, there is a 

possibility that a few of the type D images (those that entertain vividly washed, polychromatic 

interiors) depict either tiled or faux-tiled surfaces. 
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CHAPTER VII 

 

TYPE E 

 

 

 

 

 A component of nearly half of the Shahnameh�s interior scenes, images of the E type are 

found in twenty-three miniatures.  This final decorative scheme is the most complex among the 

five styles and therefore, arguably, the most interesting.  Although designs of the E type contain 

the natural foliate forms of style D, in these illustrations the vegetals appear to act simply as 

settings for highly realistic depictions of living and fantastic creatures.  For this reason the 

natural plant life in the type E images may be considered a subsidiary element that is of little 

import to the overarching theme.  The class E images can be sub-sected into a variety of lesser 

categories based on the beasts they are intended to represent.  Examples of motif E1 include 

deer, jackals, monkeys and flight-bound birds.  Type E2 depicts a lion attacking an ungulate.  

Motif E3 consists of fantastic creatures.  The E4 motif is evinced by only one folio and offers the 

lifelike figural depiction of human beings.  Nearly as rare as E4, the two folios of motif type E5 

illustrate winged angels.  

 Scholar Oleg Grabar has stated that within the realm of Persian painting �history, religion 

and animals are almost exclusively iconographic categories of particular subjects, usually with 

precise reference to actual texts.�
1
  Indeed the type E1 motif seems to be a fine example of the 

Persianate fascination with creating illustrated citations of literary works.  Appearing as the 

primary characters in ten of the twenty-three type E interiors, the animals of the E1 motif are 

likely intended to allude to stories from twelfth century poet Nasr Allah Munshi�s translation of a 

set of Indian fables known as the Panchatantra.  Munshi�s work, entitled Kalila wa Dimna for a 

pair of jackals whose exploits constitute only a portion of the book�s tales, is actually a Persian 

transliteration of the characters� original Sanskrit names Karataka and Damataka.  Literally 

translated �five fold warp,� the Panchatantra as a unified volume dates back to the 1
st
 century 

B.C.E.
2
  The individual fables however, can be traced back to the fourth century B.C.E. Jatakas 

or tales of Buddha�s past lives as well as to the third century B.C.E. influence of Kautiliya�s 

great political volume, the Arthasastra.  In keeping with the didactic flavor of these forbearers, 

the stories of Kalila wa Dimna were intended primarily as a �mirror for princes,� an ethical 
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edifier to instruct young royals in proper and virtuous comportment.  In accordance with this 

objective, the somewhat disparate fables are logically intertwined by a �dialogue between the 

Indian ruler Dablishmin and the wise advisor and legendary author Bidpai, who introduce each 

chapter and conclude it with a moral lesson.� 
3
   

While the ubiquitous depictions of deer are difficult to associate with any specific adage 

from the Kalila wa Dimna stories, the images of jackals, monkeys and birds likely correlate to 

specific tales. The jackals, suggest immediate and obvious allusion to the tale of the title 

characters Kalila and Dimna.  The monkeys could refer to the tale of The Monkey and the 

Tortoise, which describes �one who obtains something by great effort but then neglects it until it 

is lost.�
4
  Finally, the birds might easily represent either the aforementioned Sufi epic Mantiq-al 

Tayr that charts the soul�s journey in its search for mystical union with god or any number of the 

avian fables from Kalila wa Dimna.  The possibilities include; �The Dove, the Fox and the 

Heron (or the man who can give good advice to others but not to himself), The King and the Bird 

(or the vindictive man whom one should not trust), The Ring-dove (or the love of sincere 

friends),� and �The Owls and the Crows (or an enemy of whom one should beware).�
5
  The fact 

that these animal fables invariably function as moral directives suggests that their presence in a 

Shahnameh manuscript might be better read as symbolic props to the action of the plot rather 

than as realistic facets of contemporary interiors.  Two excellent examples of this phenomenon 

are the frescoes from a set of throne room scenes relating to the reign of one of the less fortunate 

Iranian Shahs, Kay Kavus.   

Before ascending to power Kavus, a descendent of Faridun and therefore a member of the 

venerable Kayanian line of rulers, was offered a single caveat by his father Kay Qubad; �the 

ways of life might not always be compatible with the arts of kingship.�
6
   In the context of 

Kavus� regime these prophetic words quickly became established fact.  Firdowsi relates that soon 

after his father�s demise the young Shah grew �vainglorious� and rashly chose to �invade 

Mazandaran an area of Divs� (demons).
7
  Although the venture is a preemptive success the Divs 

quickly ally and take Kavus captive, blinding him in the process.  The situation is only rectified 

when the tale�s long-standing hero, Rustam, accomplishes a set of Herculean tasks and frees the 

King.  The paladin also manages to recover Kavus� eyesight by putting �three drops of white 

Div�s blood in each eye.�
8
  While tragedy has ostensibly been averted this event marks the first 

step in Kavus� alleged loss of  �farr-e izadi, the Divine Glory.�
9
  Known in the pre-Islamic 
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period as khvarnah or Khayan kharra (the Khayanid Glory), this quality was the incontrovertible 

signifier of kingship representing, 

 �A light emanating from God, and a ray from the sun, the illuminator of 

the universe; it is the augment of the book of perfection, the receptacle of all 

virtues �it is communicated by God to kings without the intermediate assistance 

of anyone, and men in the presence of it bend the forehead of praise toward the 

ground of submission.�
10

 

Attributable to medieval and early modern Muslim rulers as much as to their pre-Islamic 

counterparts farr-e izadi played an integral part in a Persian leader�s popularly acknowledged 

right to rule.  The loss of this divine spark would be a catastrophic event for any king, in any 

time period.  Moreover, one of the commonly accepted physical manifestations of a ruler�s 

deserted beatification was the loss of his eyesight.  Time and again historical Caliphs were 

deposed not by death or incarceration, but by blinding.  The fact that Kay Kavus suffers this fate, 

albeit briefly, is an all to obvious harbinger of his eventual fall from grace.   

Following his salvation at the hands of Rustam, the young Shah invades the area of 

Hamavaran located in Southern Arabia off the Red Sea littoral.  Hearing of the beauty of the 

local king�s daughter, Kavus negotiates for her hand in marriage.  Although the alliance is 

outwardly supported, the King of Hamavaran ultimately tricks the Iranians and takes the Shah 

and his retinue as hostages.  Meanwhile, taking advantage of Kavus� incapacitation Iran�s long-

standing enemies the Turanians launch a counter invasion.  It is after this second catastrophe that 

the Iranians officially determine that the �divine farr had departed from Kay Kavus.�
11

  His fall 

from grace notwithstanding the Shah is rescued by Rustam yet again.  In proper character 

however, Kavus refuses to give up the throne preferring to compound his hubris by allowing a 

Div to convince him that he should ascend to power in both climes, heaven and earth.
12

  Having 

finally affronted God himself, Kavus repents of his misdeeds and is duly forgiven.  This 

unfortunate chapter is followed by yet further calamity brought about by the Queen, Sudabeh, 

who stymied in her attempts to seduce Kavus� first son by another marriage, charges the crown 

prince Siyavush with Rape.  Though Kavus recognizes his wife�s perfidy, he forces his son to 

endure multiple trials resulting in Siyavush�s banishment from the realm.  The prince, who flees 

to neighboring Turan, becomes an unwitting pawn of the rival nation�s king Afrasiyab, inciting 

an extended war between the two countries. Not only does Siyavush ultimately fall victim to the 
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conflict, but also his only son Farud (the grandson of Kavus) is inadvertently killed by Iranian 

forces. 

Recognizing that the shared folly of Kavus and Kardana, the simian protagonist from The 

Monkey and the Tortoise, is their inability to preserve the good fortune granted them by God, it 

is feasible to read the monkey frescos of folios 163v, Siyavush stands accused by Sudabeh before 

Kay Kavus (Fig. 16) and 202v, Rustam Blames Kay Kavus for the Slaying of Siyavush (Fig. 17) 

as symbolic reinforcements of the King�s fall from grace.  In this instance, rather than being 

veritable examples of palatial wall paintings at Tahmasp�s court, the lifelike paintings of 

monkeys and jackals perched in a spatially illogical manner amidst D type vegetals may function 

as a reminder to avoid the fate of Kay Kavus, a ruler who, like the monkey king Kardana, lacked 

the �wisdom and caution� to maintain his privileged position.
13

  Of the remaining four images 

with monkey frescoes, at least one, folio 236r, The Iranians Mourn Farud and Jarireh, falls 

within the same category of allegory to the fall of Kavus.  Another, folio 385v, Jahn Installed on 

the Throne of Turan, refers to the titular rule of a figurehead following Iran�s victory in the war.  

While the tale relating to Jahn�s reign is obscure, the very fact that he is acknowledged only as a 

temporary leader recommends him to the category of those who have achieved power only to let 

it slip from their grasp.  The final two illustrations that contain E1 type simian imagery, folio 

629r, Nushirvan Receives an Embassy from the Khaqan and folio 638r, Nushirvan Receives an 

Embassy from the King of Hind, (Fig. 18) relate not to the frailty of the title Shah but instead to 

his auspicious reception of the first Pahlavi edition of the Kalila wa Dimna tales.  Although 

unrelated to the purely symbolic allegory affected in the Kavus images the monkeys in these 

final folios bear an equally weighty relationship to the scene at hand by creating a direct 

reference to a historical incident from the reign of Shah Nushirvan. 

Seen in seven of the twenty-three examples of the E type, the illustrations of lions 

attacking ungulates are far more likely to represent veritable interior schemes.  Depicted with 

equanimity on the walls of both �good� and �bad� rulers these E2 configurations were a  �potent 

symbol of kingship and power in the ancient Near Eastern world� that likely �predates 

Achaemenid Persia.�
14

  It has even been suggested that such imagery operates as a pagan fertility 

symbol.  Scholar Fay Frick points out that �in the Zoroastrian creation story� an ox was the 

primordial potage from which all life emanated.  The ox �was the source of all species of animals 

and of fifty-five grains and twelve medicinal plants.�
15

  Yet another possibility is that the bull 
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represents Taurus, a sign associated with �heavy winter rains and floods.�  The lion could then 

be seen as signifying Leo and �the summer heat which is necessary to check�the floods caused 

by the bull.�
16

  Although the lion and ungulate theme is believed to pre-date the Sassanian era, 

one of its most impressive manifestations is a large scale, fifth century, stone carving on a 

monumental staircase at the Apadama complex in Persepolis.  Scholar Eleanor Sims explains 

that not only does the relief�s site, �on the Marv Dasht plain,� offer an �especially prominent� 

view of both Taurus and Leo during the spring months, but also the �terrace at Persepolis has 

been shown to be solstitial, its buildings precisely aligned with the rising sun at the summer 

solstice.�
17

  Sims describes the Persepolitan image as being formulaic, �the lion�s head mane and 

foreleg are always rendered in the same way, while the head of the bull is always turned 

backward toward its attacker.�
18

  While the struggling animals on the left hand side of folio 36v, 

Faridun Strikes Down Zahhak (Fig. 19) comply neatly with the stringent stylization of the 

Sassanian carving, more often than not the images from the Shahnameh manuscript evince 

distinct variations on this ancient theme.  While a lion is almost invariably the aggressor, the 

prey can appear as nearly any hoofed quadruped.  Sometimes the victim appears in the classic 

manner, its �curved horns� referencing �the crescent moon with its night associations of dew and 

mitigated heat.�
19

  At other times these appendages are elongated taking on the persona of a stag 

as in the lower left hand corner image from folio 78v, Rudabeh before Mihrab. (Fig. 20)  Most 

often however the animal�s horns are disposed of altogether creating the impression that the fated 

creature is a female deer, or more strangely, as in the case of folio 41v, Faridun�s Sons with the 

Daughters of Sarv, a wild onager of indeterminate sex.  

Although Sims may be correct in her estimation that �the subconscious memory of the 

Persepolis stone image usually underlies any later painting,� the high level of variation found in 

the depiction of the ungulates in the Shahnameh manuscript recommends that the Safavid artists 

relied on sources additional to the monumental rock carvings of their ancestors.
 20

   Portable as 

well as popular a fine suspect for the introduction of new animal-combat combinations is the 

Indian Panchatantra and its Persian transliteration, Kalila wa Dimna.  Eleanor Sims points out 

that not only is The Lion and the Ox the first chapter of the Panchatantra but it is also the section 

that forms �the core story� in the Muslim version.
21

  This episode, which relates the tale of �two 

friends (the lion King and the ox Shanzaba) between whom a crafty interloper (the jackal Dimna) 

sows dissension,� was the most popular of the original fables causing it to be illustrated in a 
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multitude of Islamic manuscripts.
 22

   Although in many of these texts, Sims contends �the image 

of the lion killing Shanzaba is often seen to be astonishingly similar to the stone lion - bull reliefs 

of Achaemenid Persia,� she notes that at times �this formula is not adhered to.�
 23

  It is these 

stylistic variations that may well have created the fodder for alternatives to the stock lion and 

bull combination.    

Perhaps a better explanation for the liberties taken with the depiction of this motif relates 

to Sadiqi Bek�s famous Canon.  On the one hand Bek writes that in animal designs, or janvar-

sazi, �there is no swerving here from the principle established by the masters of old; here artful 

imitation (tattabu) is the way that must be pursued.�
24

  On the other hand however, Sadiqi 

recommends that for the proper rendition of  �the double configuration�commonly called girift-

o gir which is to say the give and take of animals locked in combat,� a little artistic license 

should be taken.  In such instances Bek underscores �the undesirability of repeating identical 

patterns.�  He contends, �repeating a pattern may have some magical appeal; but by nature this 

pales and all becomes monotonous.� 
25

 Therefore, in direct opposition to the rigid tenets of 

medieval Islamic art, it seems possible that in reference to the type E2 images, some degree of 

creativity was valued.  Although it was acceptable to refer to tired templates for the depiction of 

individual motifs such as �the simurgh-bird, the azhdar-dragon, the hizbar-lion, and the gav-i 

ganj or guardian bovine,� when depicting these beasts embroiled in girift-o gir artists were 

encouraged to look to their environment.
 26

  The introduction of animate paradigms in turn 

introduces a margin of representational error based on individual perceptions of reality.  Time 

and again well meaning painters illustrated animals of a species unrelated to that mentioned in a 

text, on occasion they even illustrated the fantastic believing that such creatures were 

substantially extant.  It seems possible then that while many of the lion-ungulate combinations 

do in fact refer to an original source their diverse depiction is dependent upon whether the 

stylistic reference was pre-Islamic, Indian, Far Eastern or perhaps even natural. 

Turning back to found folio 78v, Rudabeh before Mihrab, (Fig. 20) an interesting 

exception to the regular lion and ungulate combinations affected by the girift-o gir configuration 

is found.  Forming a stylistic bridge between the type E2 and E3 designs, the image is unique in 

illustrating a mythical creature, a dragon, as the prey.  Seen just above the central lintel, the 

fantastic beast writhes futilely its torso trapped firmly in the steely jaws of a massive feline.  

Also notable is the scene at far right where a leopard takes the lion�s position as aggressor 
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against a stag. The greater scene, depicting Rudabeh (the future wife of the Iranian hero Zal) 

asking for her father�s (the king Mihrab) permission to marry the paladin, can be read only with 

moral ambivalence.  While Mihrab represents evil his presence is countered both by the 

goodness of Rudabeh and by the fact that she and Zal eventually wed.  At most, the animals 

locked in eternal combat on the wall of the palace might be considered symbolic of the hostility 

that exists between Mihrab and Zal�s master Shah Manuchihr.   In this analysis it is possible to 

view the quintet of gamboling fauns (as well as the other examples of type E1 deer) as 

representative of the residents of the violently disputed Iranian landscape, beleaguered pawns in 

seemingly interminable kingly conflict.  Abstruse iconographic meanings aside, scholars 

Dickson and Welch suggest an even more apposite explanation.  Attributing the entire folio to 

the handiwork of an apprentice painter, the scholars contend that the image was at least partially 

based on a substantially existing equivalent.  They note; �A�s repertoire of decorative animals 

and legendary beasts such as one sees on the wall painting of Afrasiyab, suggests that he not only 

knew such Turkman originals but that he had grown up in a tradition close to Tabriz where such 

motif�s were still common.�
27

   

The remaining images of the E3 type fall squarely within the category of the fantastic.  

Found in five of the relevant miniatures the creatures depicted under this category are the dragon 

from folio 78v, a simurgh found in folio 385v, and a variety of composite fauna of Far Eastern 

origins.  One of the finer images of the latter type is seen in the top right corner of the wall of 

Nushirvan�s throne room in folio 638r, Nushirvan Receives an Embassy from the King of Hind. 

(Fig. 18)  Delicately executed in blue on white plaster this fantastic figure likely represents a 

Chinese import.  With the body of large feline, the head of a canine and the horns of an antelope, 

the animal that leers carnivorously at a pair of monkeys in the tree below has no substantially 

existing equivalent in the natural world.  Although it expropriates the physical characteristics of 

various species the final result is a quasi-mythical corpus that relates vaguely to the Chinese lion 

or shih-tzu.  Not indigenous to Eastern Asia the feline of Chinese art is �a purely fabulous 

animal� far more like a caricature of a Pekingese pug than a lion.�
28

  Unfortunately the 

Shahnameh beast�s face is arguably more lupine than its far eastern counterpart and horns are 

never a component of true shih-tzu.  Perhaps a better foil to this strange creature is found in yet 

another folio from the Book of Kings, 586r, Bahram Gur Slays the Rhino Wolf.   Although the 

Rhino-wolf sports a noticeably thicker torso and shorter more bovine horns than the animal from 
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folio 638r, the two figures are strikingly similar.  Most interesting is the Rhino-wolf�s distinct 

resemblance to the typical Chinese lion: its lower jaw encircled by a growth of curly ringlets, its 

eyes bulbous and its mouth agape to display a shock of dangerous fangs.  In light of such 

correspondences it seems reasonable to suggest that while the Rhino-wolf is modeled closely 

after the shih-tzu, the creature from folio 638r is yet a further adaptation of this Persianized 

version of the Chinese lion.   

Another depiction of a fantastic creature similar to the shih-tzu is found in folio 170v, 

Afrasiyab Announces the New Policy of Peace with Iran. (Fig. 21)  Writhing sinuously through 

coils of knotted ribbon the pair of beasts represented in this folio seem almost dragon-like.  A 

flaming lick of mane ripples up their haunches while their spines are coated with a reptilian 

smattering of scale-like spots.  In the final analysis however these images represent yet another 

example of a variation on the Chinese lion, here all the more authentic for their lack of horns.  

Perhaps more interesting than the animals themselves are the gracefully coiled ribbons that twist 

fluidly around the bodies of the massive beasts.   

A motif that can be traced back to Zoroastrian, Buddhist and even Christian origins the 

knotted aspect of such lengths of cloth is generally �dismissed as being no more than a sign of 

good luck.�
29

  In Christianity the knot �represents fidelity of a marriage union sanctified by 

God.�
30

  In the Buddhist sense the knot is well known as one of the �eight precious �jewels� of 

Buddha, an auspicious sign of the cycles of endless rebirth.�
31

  Scholar Fay Frick points out 

however, that in its Zoroastrian incarnation, the knot was an integral facet of the standardized 

�initiation ceremony,� granting the motif �a very specific and not incidental place in the cultural 

history of the Middle East.�
32

  The scholar explains that each ten year old, �initiate�was given a 

shirt and thread (kusti) which had to be worn at all times except when bathing.�  The thread �was 

to be tied and untied five times a day,� as well as seasonally and ceremonially �so that it played a 

very important part in daily life.�  Not only was the length of thread itself �defined symbolically� 

but also the act of tying of the kusti was representative of portions of the Mazdian doctrine, the 

deity Ahura Mazda and the prophet Zoroaster.
33

  

The knotted aspect aside, the fluttering textiles can also be viewed as secular symbols of 

Iranian royal power.  Yet another emblem of farr, the whorls of cloth seen in this illustration are 

a likely example of the dastarcheh-ye khas, a �special handkerchief (that)�appears as a symbol-

like scepter of kingship in various kingly representations.�
34

  A prominent aspect of imperial 
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iconography dating back to the Sassanian period one of the earliest depictions of the dastar is 

found at the site of the fifth century Taq-i-Bustan complex near modern Kirmanshah.
35

  Carved 

above the apex of the monumental arch is �a royal crescent,� a dual-purpose signifier of the 

moon god that was later expropriated to grace a large number of Middle Eastern flags.  At either 

side of the arch a pair of classically executed angels reach toward the structure�s zenith offering 

matching crowns of pearl roundels.  The rippling lengths of the dastar can be seen in three 

separate portions of the carving; immediately below the central crescent, affixed to the inside of 

each diadem and in the terminus of each end of the arch as it meets the border of the dado.
36

  

Scholar Abolala Soudovar suggests that the iconography specific to this and other be-ribboned 

images can be discovered in the etymology of the word dastar.  Explaining that dast means 

victory and that �the combination dast-ar� translates as �purveyor of dast,� Soudovar suggests 

that the final term �may be understood as �an agent for conveying victory.�
37

  In this sense the 

ribbon is a reward for a job well done, a symbol of victory offering tangible evidence of a ruler�s 

�increased khvarnah.�
38

  This explanation gels rather nicely with the text associated with this 

Shahnameh image.  In 170v Afrasiyab�s moment of capitulation is illustrated therefore the 

lengths ribbons wrapped about sinicized lions might signify the Iranian victory by default.  

Although Afrasiyab was the King of Tur, not Chin (China) the two often allied against Iran 

suggesting that this scene represents a dual peace with both enemies.   

Perhaps the most exotic among the type E3 animals is the chi�lin depicted on the right 

hand side of folio 171v, Siyavush Receives Gifts from Afrasiyab�s Peace Envoy. (Fig. 22) The 

chi�lin, yet another fantastic beast of Far Eastern origin is loosely equivalent to the western 

unicorn.  Combining the body of an ungulate and the head of a dragon the Chinese unicorn 

operates as another auspicious symbol of general good luck.  While the iconographic intricacies 

of the image at hand remain obscure, the fact that this obviously Chinese symbol is depicted on 

the wall of another Turanian palace promotes the possibility that Turan and Chin, as rivals to 

Iranian power were saddled with interchangeable cultural stereotypes. 

The sole representative of motif type E4 is found in folio 242r, Kay Khusrow Orders Tus 

Recalled. (Fig. 23)  Corresponding to the Canon�s category of figural painting or suratgari, the 

illustration conforms to Bek�s assertion that when depicting human beings �mother nature (a 

farinish) alone must be your guide.�
39

  The scene, illustrating eight polychrome, mounted 

horsemen hunting in a hilly landscape, is a standard feature of the �princely cycle.�  The image 
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evokes the textual descriptions of Timur�s palatial paintings of �hunting nets,�
40

 as well as the 

murals at Uzun Hasan�s garden complex Hasht Behisht that �represented his hunting 

expeditions, on which he was accompanied by many lords, all on horseback, with dogs and 

falcons.�
41

  A third image brought to mind is an illustration from a mid to late fifteenth century 

volume of Jami�s Silsilat al-Zahhab.  A Tabrizan work of some repute the manuscript includes a 

�double page painting on facing folios� entitled �The Hunting Party of Uzun Hasan.�
42

  It is this 

illustration that may form a bridge between the descriptions of Timur�s and Hasan�s murals and 

folio 242r.   

Although both the textual references and the images focus on hunts, there are slight 

inconsistencies between each source.  The most significant among these aberrations is the 

hunting net, an aspect of the Timurid mural that is specifically mentioned by the chronicler �Ibn 

Arabshah.  Notably absent from both the description of Hasht Behisht and the Safavid folio, the 

medieval Persian net was not the twine trawl that one refers to in the modern sense, rather it was 

a human barrier created to corral scores of animals into a manageable area.  French merchant 

John Hardin described the performance as such, 

�In a Royal Hunting-Match, and in all great Hunting Bouts, they lay a Net 

round a little Valley, or a Plain, and chase Beasts from fifteen to twenty Leagues 

distance, round about the Country, which some thousands of Country People 

range over. When there is a great Number of Beasts in the Net, and they are all 

hedg'd in by Troops of Horse-men, the King comes in with his Company, then 

every one falls on what's next to him, Stags, Boars, Lions, Wolves, and Foxes, 

and they make a horrid Slaughter of them, commonly amounting to the Number 

of about eight hundred Beasts. They say, that in some of those Hunting-Matches 

they have kill'd to the Number of fourteen thousand Beasts.�
43

 

Just such a human net can be seen in the lower portion of each folio from the Silsilat.  

More than thirty figures, all mounted on horseback form a semi-circle around the theatre 

of the hunt.  Within the cordoned area �five horseman�race down the slopes of the 

central field at a furious gallop, loosing arrows at ibex, goats and rams, gazelles and 

onagers.�
 44

   Even game birds and a pair of leopards are included in the assembly of 

unfortunate prey.  Except for the encircling horde of courtiers at the painting�s base the 

image from the Shahnameh is fairly similar to that from the Silsilat.  Both scenes are set 
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in a hilly landscape and in the Safavid version �eight fully colored huntsmen,� pursue a 

variety of ungulates corresponding to those from the earlier manuscript.
45

  A pair of 

ferocious felines, here clearly lions, attack hunters at either side of Khusrow�s throne, 

while a trio of game birds, perhaps geese, drift above the mountain side in the top right 

portion of the scene. 

The absence of a net aside, the illustrations from the Silsilat, the Shahnameh and 

the description of the décor of Hasht Behisht are alike enough to suggest that each is 

based on a single source.  Most likely, this seminal influence came from actual paintings 

on the walls of Hasan�s palace, a complex that became home to Shah Isma�il upon the 

Safavid�s ascension to power.  Although the description of Behisht�s murals does not 

specifically reference a net the text does note �many lords, all on horseback,� suggesting 

an image identical to the scene from the Silsilat.  Perhaps the best explanation for the lack 

of human fencing depicted in folio 242r may be that the net style of hunting, granting an 

unfair advantage to the aggressor, had fallen out of favor with the Safavids.  Therefore, 

while the image on the wall of the Tabrizan palace may have retained its original 

component of courtier-cowboys, this feature may have been consciously left out of the 

Shahnameh folio in an effort to diminish the memory of this unscrupulous practice.   

An interesting facet of the images of Kay Khusrow here and in other portions of 

the Shahnameh is that they appear physiognomically similar to portraits of Shah 

Tahmasp.  No doubt the illustration of Khusrow, often considered the most just among 

the Shahnameh�s rulers, was considered a convenient vehicle for the aggrandizement of 

the contemporary Shah.  Recognizing that the manuscript�s primary role was as �a 

symbolic assertion of royal authority,� it seems perfectly reasonable to view folio 242r as 

representative of an actual room from the palace of the current Shah.  A tour de force of 

medieval, Persian propaganda the illustration is likely meant to depict the taj capped 

Tahmasp in the guise of the great Kay Khusrow, situated beneath a well-known fresco in 

the recently conquered palace of Hasht Behisht.  To his right sits the legendary paladin 

Rustam (identifiable by the tiger/beaver-skin hat) implying his champion for the Safavid 

dynasty.  This overt symbolism is underscored by the nucleus of taj-capped courtiers, 

suggesting popular support for Tahmasp.  The scene as a whole may be read as a bid for 
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legitimacy, the transposition of an ancient monarch and a contemporary Shah revealing a 

conscious effort to create a link between the Safavids and their illustrious predecessors. 

To some extent folio 242r may even be viewed as a descendant of the Soghdian 

aesthetic.  Although the hunters� physiognomies fail to exhibit the rarefied execution of 

facial features found in the Soghdian paintings, their garments (like that of literally every 

other figure in the Shahnameh) are decidedly detailed, each image sporting an ensemble 

specific to his personage.  Most important however is the subject matter for here, as in the 

Panjikent frescoes, the imagery is secular rather than sacred.  The hunting scene, a classic 

component of the Umayyad �princely cycle,� serves both to glorify the dynasty and to 

perpetuate the masses� fascination with the ruling family.  

 The final E type motif, E5, is almost as uncommon as motif E4.  While depictions 

of winged angels are relatively abundant throughout other portions of the manuscript, 

their inclusion as interior design appears in only two folios.  In the first image, folio 26v, 

The Snakes of King Zahhak, (Fig. 24) a pair of these supernatural creatures flanks either 

side of a central, possibly ceramic inset the design of which mirrors that of the dado.  The 

angels are fully polychromed and each is surrounded by a flurry of autumnal, saz-like 

leaves that sprout from a large islimi design of the B2 type.  The closest stylistic 

reference to these spiky vegetals is the possible example of haft rangi tile work seen in 

the uppermost portion of wall in folio 65v. (Fig. 8)  In folio 26v however, the looseness 

of each figural design as well as the irregular aspect of the vinous element, recommend 

these panels as painted plaster rather than ceramic.  Each of the angels, although oriented 

toward the same point, diverges stylistically.  The image at left is strikingly Eastern, its 

gathered �topknot� suggesting the ushnisha or cranial distension �of Buddhist angels.�
46

  

The figure�s wings are fully dark and both of its garments are heavily pattered, the 

outermost with a suspiciously dragon-like motif.  The angel also bears a decanter in its 

left hand and a chalice in its right.  The opposite figure is far more Persianate.  Here the 

angel sports a quintessentially Iranian crown encircled at the top with a ring of pearl 

roundels.  The latter design directly references a pre-Islamic motif that was itself 

symbolic of seeds and the �primal hope for fertility and abundance.�
47

  A notable 

component of both the Taq-I-Bustan carvings and the monumental paintings at Dukhtar-

I-Nushirwan, the pearl roundel motif may be considered one of the most prevalent 
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elements of Sassanian art.  The figure�s multi-colored wings and austere accoutrements 

stand in stark contrast to the image at left.  Finally the right hand image bears only a 

single item that appears to be a covered chalice.  One possible reading suggests that the 

image at left represents Iblis or Satan, signified by the dark wings, Far Eastern fashions 

and possible enticement of wine, a forbidden beverage.  Transversely, the angel at right 

could be read as a good force, perhaps Gabriel, the contents of his chalice an attempt to 

lure the evil king Zahhak from his standard fare of human brains.  At the same time 

however both figures could be seen as offering obeisance to Zahhak, a ruler so 

reprehensible that even the angels are cowed by his ferocity. 

 The only other folio in which an angel appears is 40v, Faridun�s Envoy to Sarv: 

The Second Interview. (Fig. 25)  The winged figure found in the central panel, at first 

appears to be yet another ceramic inset.  Welch and Dickson however describe the image 

as a �painted angel in orange shirt, deep green coat, with gold tray and crown.�
48

  

Vaguely similar to the right handed angel from folio 26v, the illustration again appears as 

a component of an �evil� king�s interior décor.  Sarv, a ruler of Yemen, virtually 

terrorized the sons of the Iranian Shah Faridun, attempting to thwart them in their bid for 

his daughters� affections.  Although the princes ultimately prevail, their marriages come 

at no small cost.  While the inclusion of an angel in this scene remains iconographically 

obscure, Dickson and Welch aver that the illustrator was clearly Sultan Muhammad.  

Interestingly, Muhammad was also the executor of both folios 26v and 65v.  

Furthermore, in folio 40v a thick band of feathery composite vegeto-florals, similar to 

those in the other two works, coats the entire pishtaq and extends down to trace both the 

sides and the top of the angel panel.  Having noted Muhammad�s strong fondness for 

Sufic symbolism, it is possible that these motifs of angels and even the saz-like florals are 

further examples of artistic double entendre, contributing obscure mystical references to a 

manuscript already rife with allegory.    
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

 Having created a tentative classification of the interior scenes from Tahmasp�s 

Shahnameh, one thing is clear.  Each of the five basic motif types exhibit direct references to 

both the art and the religion of ancient Persia, India, and even the Far East.  Although the 

iconography of these designs is often unclear, it is readily apparent that such images are yet 

another example of old �visual forms� serving �the needs of the new culture.�
1
  In the majority of 

these cases the motif in question can be compared to literary and illustrated evidence of veritable 

interior decoration during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 

 The images of the A type can be split into three subcategories.  The first type A design, 

resembling pointed arches or palmettes, has extensive parallels to the motifs of other mediums 

appearing in various incarnations in painting, textiles and illumination.  Possibly based on either 

the vesica picis or the lotus leaf, the A1 designs are found in architectural illustrations that pre-

date the Mongolian invasions of the thirteenth century.  The secondary and tertiary forms of 

motif type A are simply variations on the original design.  In the former lacy or wave-like 

borders pull away from the edges of walls while in the latter a complete separation from the 

architectural elements occurs resulting in independent compositions.  All three forms of this 

motif are depicted frequently as a facet of the interior décor seen in Il-Khanid, Timurid and 

Turkman manuscripts suggesting that they were an actual design component of contemporary 

Persian palaces. 

 The B type images, the least prevalent among the five categories, fall under the blanket 

categorization of islimi.  A repetitive ivy and spiral pattern, the islimi designs of the B type can 

be sub-sected into two lesser categories based on the rigidity of their composition.  In the case of 

either style the most interesting aspect is their similarity to known examples of contemporary tile 

work, such as that found in the remains of the fifteenth century Masjid i-Muzaffariya.  It is quite 

possible that the tighter B1 type is meant to represent the actual tile décor of local Tabriz 

interiors while the looser version represents a frescoed approximation of these popular yet 

expensive ceramic designs.   

 Motifs of the C type occur with only moderate frequency in Tahmasp�s volume.  One of 

the more difficult categories to classify the floral and vegetal images of style C can be defined by 
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their excessive plasticity and uncompromising balance.  Of the three types the first, C1, is the 

simplest involving only stylized tufts of plant-life.  The second type combines vegetals and vases 

while the third occurs with or without a vase but includes depictions of winged creatures.  In the 

case of the first two styles the natural imagery likely symbolizes life after death and the rewards 

of a celestial garden of paradise.  In the third type, the introduction of birds suggests further 

religious connotations this time by referencing a mystical Sufi epic the Mantiq al-Tayr.  

Additionally, the stringent symmetry of all the C type images recommends that they were created 

according to hermeneutical theories of harmonious proportions.  Finally, the advanced 

chromatics and the stylistic presage of later saz designs found in at least one folio suggest that 

such ornament is an example of polychromatic haft rangi tile-work; a hypothesis that is 

supported by the evidence of similar ceramics in small portions of the Masjid i-Muzaffariya. 

 The fourth category of designs, type D, is found in relatively few folios.  Proposed as 

another example of Elysian iconography, the intensely natural, vegetal imagery of the D type is 

stylistically identical to the interior décor of a group of Timurid Mausolea.  These funerary 

complexes in turn have been associated with the illustrations of a fourteenth century manuscript 

that appear to reference a version of the Zoroastrian creation myth.  Alternatively, in the 

secondary type D2, the multiple depictions of birds appear to symbolize the quest for tawhid, 

spiritual union with God, as described in the Mantiq al-Tayr. 

 The final motif found in the Shahnameh can be separated into five subcategories all of 

which contain depictions of real and fantastic creatures.  The animals of the primary type, deer, 

jackals, monkeys and flight-bound birds, recommend such images as allusions to the Kalila wa 

Dimna tales, a set of moralizing fables that were translated from an Indian original.  The E2 type 

creatures (generally a lion and an ungulate) may be seen as representative of a standardized 

decorative pattern, the girift-o-gir.  The original point of reference for such works was likely 

Zoroastrian mythology and Sassanian astrological symbolism.  The third type, E3, includes the 

depictions of purely fabulous beasts most of which are Far Eastern imports.  The fourth type, the 

only human imagery found in the Shahnameh interiors, is likely an exact copy of a mural known 

to have existed on the walls of Uzun Hasan�s Hasht Behisht palace complex in Tabriz.  The final 

E type motif, which is proposed as the handiwork of Sufi artist Sultan Muhammad, depicts 

winged angels on the walls of two palaces whose masters were considered morally repugnant.  A 
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rather unorthodox subject for inclusion on actual walls these images are likely a fanciful product 

of the artist�s esoteric Sufi convictions. 

 Perhaps the most surprising element of the Shahnameh�s iconographic scheme is the 

extensive and only thinly veiled allusions to Zoroastrian dogma.  Although one might expect 

such heretical imagery to have been subsumed by Islam�s stringent artistic conventions, it seems 

that these ancient themes were inculcated on the �collective memory� of the Persians well into the 

sixteenth century.
 2

  Also prevalent among the Shahnameh folios are indications of Buddhist, 

Hindu and Sufi religious symbolism as well as Soghdian and Sassanian secular references.  

Although the myriad layers of meaning projected on these images have yet to be fully 

understood, it seems reasonable to suggest that in many cases the Shahnameh illustrations truly 

are miniatures of large-scale, frescoed originals that graced the walls of Timurid and Turkman 

palaces. 

 

                                                
1 Oleg Grabar,  The Formation of Islamic Art  (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), 200. 
2. Oleg Grabar,  Mostly Miniatures  (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 17. 
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Figure 1

Folio183 verso 

Siyavush and Jarireh Wed
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Figure 2

Folio 29 verso

Zahhak is Told of his Fate
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Figure 3

Folio 185 verso

Siyavush and Farangis Wed
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Figure 4

Folio 84 verso

Sindukht Comes to Sam Bearing Gifts
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Figure 5

Folio 516 verso

Ardashir and the Slave Girl Gulnar
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Figure 6

Folio 28 verso

The Nightmare of Zahhak
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Figure 7

Folio 10 recto

Firdowsi Proves his Talents before Sultan Mahmud
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Figure 8

Folio 65 verso

Zal before Manuchihr Sam and Qaran
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Figure 9

Folio 60 verso

Manuchihr Enthroned
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Figure 10

Folio 538 recto

The Coronation of Shapur II
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Figure 11

Folio 201 recto

Piran and Kay Khosrow before Afrasiyab
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Figure 12

Folio 39 verso

Faridun’s Envoy to Sarv: The First Interview
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Figure 13

Folio 24 verso

The Court of Jamshid
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Figure 14

Folio 658 verso

The Great Sage Questions Hormozd before Nushirvan
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Figure 15

Folio 50 verso

Manuchihr at the Court of Faridun
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Figure 16

Folio 163 verso

Siyavush Stands Accused by Sudabeh before Kay Kavus
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Figure 17

Folio 202 verso

Rustam Blames Kay Kavus for the Slaying of Siyavush
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Figure 18

Folio 638 recto

Nushirvan Receives an Embassy from the King of Hind
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Figure 19

Folio 36 verso

Faridun Strikes Down Zahhak
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Figure 20

Folio 78 verso

Rudabeh before Mihrab
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Figure 21

Folio 170 verso

Afrasiyab Announces the New Policy of Peace with Iran
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Figure 22

Folio 171 verso

Siyavush Receives Gifts from Afrasiyab’s Peace Envoy
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Figure 23

Folio 242 recto

Kay Khosrow Orders Tus Recalled
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Figure 24

Folio 26 verso

The Snakes of King Zahhak
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Figure 25

Folio 40 verso

Faridun’s Envoy to Sarv



 

Figure 26 

Pre-Islamic Persia
1  
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R.W. Ferrier, ed., The Arts of Persia (Hong Kong: Kwong Fat Offset Printing, 1989), viii. 
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Figure 27 

Islamic Persia
2  
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R.W. Ferrier, ed., The Arts of Persia (Hong Kong: Kwong Fat Offset Printing, 1989), ix. 
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